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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this work is to introduce and 

illustrate the potential of discrete event, hierarchical 

modular models for simulating spatial dynamic ecological 

processes in geographic information systems (GIS). The 

knowledge based discrete-event simulation environment (DEVS

Scheme) associates stand-alone discrete event models with 

spatial locations represented in a GIS data base, and 

couples those models in a coherent manner. The dynamic 

models can then process spatially distributed information 

avail~ble in a GIS data base, and update it through time. 

The models also can receive external updated information at 

any moment, due to the continuous time nature of discrete 

event specifications. The proposed approach facilitates the 

representation of reality at several levels of resolution, 

with model components organized in a hierarchical structure 

and information flow implemented in the form of message 

passing. These capabilities are illustrated with two 

applications. The first is a multi-scale spatial succession 

model of a wet sclerophyllous forest subject to recurrent 

fires, and the second is a fire growth model. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this work is to introduce and 

illustrate the potential of discrete event, hierarchical 

modular models for simulating spatial dynamic ecological 

processes in geographic information systems (GIS). GIS allow 

storage, manipulation, analysis and display of spatially 

referenced data. Spatial information is stored in many 

different themes representing quantitative, qualitative, or 

logical information. These data can have different 

resolutions that range from detailed local information to 

small scale satellite imagery. GIS operators provide the 

means for manipulating and analyzing layers of spatial 

information and for generating new layers. Since they allow 

distributed parameterization, GIS are a useful instrument 

for ecological models that need to explicitly incorporate 

the spatial structure and the variability of system behavior 

(Band and Wood 1988; Running et al. 1989; Band et al. 1991). 

In the present work only raster-based GIS are used. 

Raster-based GIS represent spatial information as a grid of 

cells, and each cell corresponds to a uniform parcel of the 

landscape. Cells are spatially located by row and column and 

the cell size depends on the resolution required. The 

spatial dynamic simulation methods presented also can be 

used with vector-based GIS because of the flexibility of the 

knowledge representation schemes used. In the vector case, 
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each entity (line, point or polygon) can be modeled in a 

similar manner to cells in the raster based version (see 

below). However, since the methods described below have 

their origin in models of cellular spaces I will restrict 

the discussion and application studies to raster based GIS. 

Many authors have expressed interest in using GIS for 

simulation of spatial dynamic ecological processes (Berry 

1987; Itami 1988; Green et ale 1989; Costanza et ale 1990; 

Baumans and Sklar 1990; Sklar and Costanza 1991; Vasconcelos 

and Guertin 1992; Ball and Guertin 1992). Despite its 

potential, GIS are adapted for rather than designed for 

simulation and there are some difficulties when using GIS 

alone for simulation purposes. GIS systems do not include 

procedures for handling time, they are designed to process 

entire arrays of data, and can not easily address varying 

localized operations across the spatial grid. 

GIS based ecological models have been developed with 

two main approaches, the first relying on standard GIS 

operators to implement the model operations (Berry 1987; 

Vasconcelos 1988; Pereira and Itami 1991), and the second 

linking the GIS data base to external routines (Salazar and 

Palmer 1987; Salazar and Power 1988; Running et ale 1989; 

Baker et ale 1991; Band e~ ale 1991; Vasconcelos and Guertin 

1992). Both approaches seem to indicate that GIS is a 

reliable tool for models involving point operations 
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applicable in the same manner to all cells of the data base 

(Berry 1987; Running et ale 1989, Davis and Goetz 1990; 

Burke et ale 1990). However, localized neighborhood 

computations, such as diffusion processes that involve 

movement through space, (like oil spills, seed dispersal, 

fire spread or insect infestation) are more problematic. 

Usually, such processes are mathematically represented in 

the form of partial differential equations that, in order to 

use GIS raster data, have to be discretized and implemented 

in the form of finite differences or finite elements. This 

type of computation requires large computer resources 

(Fahrig 1988; Band and Wood 1988) . 

Cellular automata (CA) also have been used for 

implementing spatial dynamic ecological models in cellular 

spaces (Hogeweg 1988, Couclelis 1988, Green et ale 1989, 

Itami 1988, Cohen et ale 1989). They can be seen as discrete 

models of spatio-temporal dynamics obeying local laws, that 

address the dynamic relationship between local events and 

global structure. Despite their generality, richness of 

results, and obvious relation to raster GIS, there are 

theoretical and practical limitations to the applicability 

of CA to ecological modeling (see sections 3 and 7). 

Consequently, applications of cellular automata in realistic 

ecological spatial models are restricted, and have not been 

implemented in GIS. The above mentioned approaches highlight 



the need for new, conceptually and computationally more 

efficient representation schemes, that use fewer computer 

resources and have an easier interface with GIS. 
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Recent interest on monitoring and predicting landscape 

and ecosystem changes for large geographic regions has 

motivated a series of international initiatives stimulating 

research on simulation environments, knowledge 

representations, and modeling methods. These are meant to 

support integration of many types of information, at various 

resolution levels, in spatially distributed process models. 

GIS is seen as a very promising tool for supporting 

environmental simulation (International Geosphere Biosphere 

Program 1990), but there is a need to integrate modeling 

capabilities that can satisfy the new requirements. 

In this dissertation I suggest that discrete event 

simulation as implemented in DEVS-Scheme, can provide many 

of the necessary capabilities, and that DEVS-Scheme can 

serve as a prototype simulation environment for realistic 

ecological spatial dynamic modeling in GIS. As discussed in 

section 3, discrete event simulation in DEVS-Scheme 

preserves the advantages of cellular automata and obviates 

important theoretical and practical disadvantages. 

Additionally, it opens a wide set of possibilities for 

representing real systems in a object-oriented modular 

hierarchical manner that can be spatially referenced and 



thus easily interfaced with any GIS (see section 4). 

Moreover, it supports a level of extensibility, and 

reusability of the models not found in other modeling 

approaches. 
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As illustrated by the first case study in section 5, 

DEVS-Scheme can represent reality at several spatio-temporal 

resolution levels simultaneously, and perform simulations 

with GIS in a computationally efficient way. Additionally, 

it can handle complex spatial interactions at any particular 

resolution level, and represent them in a GIS. This aspect 

is illustrated in the second case study included in section 

6. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Models of spatial dynamic ecological processes in 

cellular spaces have been implemented with several types of 

approaches. In this section I will focus on those studies 

involving simulation of spatial dynamic processes in 

discretized spaces where lateral transfer of energy, mass or 

information occurs. These models differ from other cellular 

models that are exclusively based on point operations 

performed through time (Davis and Goetz 1990, Turner 1988, 

Burke et ale 1990), or on statistical approaches like 



percolation theory (e.g. MacKay and Jan 1984; von Niessen 

and Blumen 1988; Nahmias et ale 1989; Ohtsuki and Keyes 

1986) . 
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Approaches based on partial differential equations 

(PDE) are excluded from this review. Despite the fact that 

computation based on PDEs has to be performed in a discrete 

form, PDEs are continuous representations of spatial 

processes. The discussion of the appropriatness of discrete 

versus continuous representations is out of the scope of 

this work. However, it can be stressed that traditional 

numerical resolution of PDEs for spatial dynamic models 

involves the use of considerable computer resources, that 

usually make this type of computation too onerous to perform 

(Fahrig 1988; Band and Wood 1988). 

Sklar et ale (1985) and Costanza et ale (1990) 

developed a spatial dynamic ecological model for simulation 

of coastal landscape dynamics that has been widely cited in 

the literature, and can be used as a basis for this section. 

The model consists of a set of interconnected square cells, 

each representing one square kilometer, and containing a 

dynamic ecosystem model that is connected to four of its 

neighboring cells by the exchange of water and suspended 

material. Connectivity between cells varies across space 

depending on the habitat types, drainage density, waterway 

orientation and levee height. There are elements of cellular 



automata and expert systems incorporated in successional 

rules and simulations of the evolution of a coastal 

ecosystem are performed in discrete time. 
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The results of Sklar and Costanza's study highlight the 

potential and limitations of this type of approach and serve 

as a backdrop scenario for future models. For example, it is 

shown that there are important advantages on using arrays of 

interconnected models of discrete individual units because 

landscape ecosystems are spatially distributed and this 

permits spatial explicitness and accuracy of results. 

However, it also has been shown that higher realism and 

precision result in a lack of generality, difficulty of 

description and coding, and a heavy burden of computation. 

This indicates the need for new approaches to modeling that 

allow more generality, and can provide conceptually and 

computationally more efficient representations of discrete 

interacting dynamic units in space. 

Cellular automata have been indicated as a paradigm for 

ecological modeling by several authors. Couclelis (1985, 

1987, 1988) reviews cellular automata as models of micro

macro dynamics, capable of bridging the gap between 

desegregate and aggregate description. The author's 1985 

paper introduces the idea of using Zeigler's (1976) work on 

discrete event cellular spaces as extensions for cellular 

automata, indicating that these can have more flexibility 
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and generality. Couclelis (1988) applies the concepts 

discussed in her previous papers to model the spatial 

dynamics of rodent populations in a one dimension cellular 

automata. Hogeweg (1988) discusses and illustrates how 

cellular automata can be the basis for a theory of dynamic 

ecomorphology, that incorporates spatial structure in 

dynamic models. A vegetation succession model is used as an 

example. 

Applications of cellular automata for simulation of 

landscape dynamics have been briefly introduced in Cohen et 

ale (1989) and discussed by Green et ale (1989) and Itami 

(1988). Itami (1988) presents cellular automata as models 

for dynamic conceptions of landscapes and argues that cell

based GIS systems may serve as a tool for implementing 

cellular automata models for the purpose of landscape 

analysis. Green et ale (1989) describe the developing stages 

of a generic landscape modeling system called MOSAIC that 

should use cellular automata and object-oriented 

programming. MOSAIC uses a fixed array of cells and is 

interfaced with GIS. As discussed by the authors, this 

approach is compatible with both pixel based satellite 

imagery and with quadrat based field observations, and it 

enables processes that involve movement through space to be 

modeled in a 'natural' fashion. Even though the paper does 

not yet present an application of MOSAIC, the authors 
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discuss the limitations due to uDsatisfactory computational 

speed. The solution for those difficulties is seen in 

parallel processing. 

Green et al. (1989) and Cohen et al. (1989) point out 

that cellular automata are good framework for simulation of 

forest fire spread. In the work by Cohen et al. (1989) a 

cellular automata is used as an informal simulator of fire 

spread in a context where fire fighting and resource 

allocation are the objects of study. There are no 

explanations of the underlying rules governing fire behavior 

and there are no tests of the reliability of the fire spread 

simulations performed. This is justified by the fact that 

the study objectives are related to simulating decision in 

"a real-time, spatially distributed, dynamic, ongoing, 

unpredictable environment" (Cohen et al. 1989). 

Modeling with object-oriented approaches is based on 

the concepts of hierarchy and taxonomy, and these are the 

two basic organizing principles in ecology (Sequeira et al. 

1991). Recently, object-oriented approaches have been 

discussed as the appropriate strategy for models of 

ecological systems (Sequeira et al. 1991; Saarenma et al. 

1988; Folse et al. 1989). This approach is very useful to 

individual based models where there is an explicit 

representation of ecological entities at the level of 

interest and the behavior of the whole is determined by the 
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behavior of the interacting components. Object-oriented 

concepts have been applied to ecological systems by Hogeweg 

and Hesper (1981, 1985), Graham (1986), Folse et al. (1989), 

Makela et a1. (1988), Saarenma et al. (1988), Sequeira et 

al. (1991), Baveco and Lingeman (1992) and Vasconcelos and 

Zeigler (1993). 

Hogeweg and Hesper (1985) demonstrated the use of 

object-oriented programming in modeling social networks 

where linkages are dynamic. The operation of parallel 

processes within separate objects has been used to model 

predator-prey interactions in habitat patches by Hogeweg and 

Hesper (1981) and in social units within a population of 

horses by Graham (1986). Folse et al. (1989) and Saarenma et 

al. (1988) used object oriented models to simulate the 

behavior of dear and moose, respectively, as they search 

their habitats, and Makela et al. (1988) simulated 

population dynamics of a host parasite system. Sequeira et 

al. (1991) review the object-oriented paradigm as applied to 

ecological problems, and use an object-oriented approach to 

simulate plant growth and discrete organ to organ 

interactions. 

In this work the underlying idea is based on concepts 

of object-orientation. As exemplified in the applications 

described in section 5 and 6, hierarchical representations 

in DEVS-Scheme can be structured to have a direct 



correspondence with the natural discrete units of the 

system. However, contrary to standard object-oriented 

approaches, these units are represented as dynamic modular 

objects. Object-oriented modular models have a time base, 

and message passing is not determined until the modular 

model becomes.a component in a larger system and the 

coupling scheme is specified (Zeigler 1990). In this work 

every modular object is spatially referenced in a dynamic 

fashion, and represented in a GIS during the simulations. 
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The papers by Baveco and Lingeman (1992) and 

Vasconcelos and Zeigler (1993) use a discrete-event object

oriented approach to model system behavior in terms of 

interacting individuals. Both authors use modular models. 

Baveco and Lingeman (1992) apply the concepts to a host

parasitoid system and use Smalltalk. Vasconcelos and Zeigler 

(1993) apply the concepts to a vegetation succession problem 

and use DEVS-Scheme. Both papers illustrate that discrete

event object-oriented approaches make it possible to depart 

from the lumped population level and that the autonomous 

character of individual behavior comes out well. Vasconcelos 

and Zeigler (1993) also illustrate that the use of such 

methods in DEVS-Scheme allows simulation of processes 

occurring at several hierarchical levels simultaneously. 

Examples of applications of the concepts behind DEVS

Scheme for modeling natural or semi-natural systems are 
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Savatsky and Reynolds (1989) and Rozenblit and Janknski 

(1990). Savatsky and Reynolds (1989) study the evolution of 

cooperation in llama herding with a distributed simulation 

model using the approach suggested by Zeigler (1984). The 

results of this study lead to the conclusion that although 

cooperation degrades the performance potential of each 

individual, it enhances the persistence of the individual's 

partial solution to the problem in certain situations. 

Rozenblit and Janknski (1990) present a framework for 

knowledge-based modeling and simulation of natural systems 

using DEVS-Scheme. The framework is then applied in modeling 

the distribution of point source pollution in a stream 

chanel network. 

3. HIERARCHICAL MODULAR DISCRETE EVENT MODELS 

3.1 The discrete event systems specification 

The discrete event systems specification (DEVS) 

introduced by Zeigler (1976) provides a means of specifying 

a mathematical object called a system. The system has a time 

base, inputs, states and outputs, and functions for 

determining next states and outputs, given current states 

and inputs (Zeigler 1984). DEVS focuses on the changes of 

variable values and generates time segments that are 
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piecewise constant. It defines how to generate new values 

for variables and the times at which new values should take 

effect. In discrete event simulation the value of the time 

increment is not fixed and stipulated in advance, but 

variable and determined individually for each time step. 

DEVS is a structure (M): 

M = <X, S, Y, 5int, 5ext, A, ta> 

where X is the set of external input event types, S is the 

sequential state set, Y is the set of external events 

generated as outputs, and 5int (5ext) is the internal 

(external) transition function that stipulates transitions 

due to internal (external) events, A is the output function 

generating external events as the output, and ta is the time 

advance function (Zeigler 1984). 

In discrete event systems state changes are not 

uniformly distributed in time, and the time advance function 

calculates the time of next event. The time segment can 

range from infinitesimally small to infinity, in which case 

there is no state change scheduled and the system is said to 

be passive. Zeigler (1984) presents the full mathematical 

definition of DEVS. Zeigler (1984) also discusses cellular 

automata and the discrete event version of cellular spaces 

as models of spatially distributed systems, showing that the 

discrete event version offers greater conceptual and 

efficiency advantages than the original formulation. It is 
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out of the scope of this work to reintroduce that 

discussion. However, it seems relevant to include some 

comments because cellular automata have been proposed by 

many authors as the appropriate paradigm for simulation of 

spatial dynamic ecological processes (Couclelis 1985, 1988, 

Hogeweg 1988, Green et a. 1989, Cohen et al. 1989, Itami 

1988). It is important to highlight that, in addition to 

many other important characteristics, DEVS includes all the 

capabilities of cellular automata and obviates some of its 

limitations (Zeigler 1984, Couclelis 1985, 1987). 

A sequential machine is a structure (M) of the form: 

M=<x,S,y,5,A> 

where X is the set of inputs, S is the sequential state set, 

Y is the output set, 5 is the single step transition 

function and A is the output function. The transition 

function determines the transition of states in one time 

step and it can be extended to a multistep transition 

function. The time base of sequential machines is the 

integers whereas the time base of DEVS is the non-negative 

reals with infinity. The discrete time formalism assumes 

that changes in state occur in fixed time steps, and thus 

scheduling is not needed. 

Cellular automata are models of spatially distributed 

systems with the property of uniformity, that represent both 

space and time in a discrete form. They consist of copies of 
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the same sequential machine placed at each of the lattice 

points of a two dimensional array and connected together in 

a uniform way. A cellular automaton is an input free 

discrete time system, where all sequential machines undergo 

state transitions simultaneously, at fixed, equally 

distanced points in time (time steps). 

In a discrete event cell space the discreteness and 

uniformity of space are retained but there is a change to 

discrete event time flow (Zeigler, 1984). Cellular state 

transitions may occur at irregularly spaced intervals, not 

necessarily synchronized, and events are scheduled to occur 

as a consequence of the actions of cells (Zeigler 1984). 

State transitions are not simultaneous across the entire 

array and each cell undergoes state transitions at different 

points in time. 

In discrete event specifications the neighborhoods are 

not fixed, there may be a set of influencers and influencees 

for each cell, and well defined input and output ports. In 

contrast, a cellular automaton does not appear in a modular 

form with identified input and output ports (Zeigler 1984, 

Couclelis 1985). In cellular automata each cell updates its 

state at each time step, and the updating is done 

simultaneously and independently by the cells. In cellular 

automata the cell space thus expects a state change to occur 

at every cell even though a true change may not in fact 
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occur. The discrete event cell space on the other hand, 

considers that cells are able to influence their 

neighborhood as well as themselves (Zeigler 1984, Couclelis 

1985). Zeigler (1984, pp. 118) shows that uniformity is no 

longer enforced in a discrete cellular space specified at 

structured system level. The limitations of the standard 

model can be by-passed: different sets of states may be 

associated with different cells in space; neighborhood 

specifications may vary locally; transition rules may be 

non-deterministic or stochastic; and the model may be open 

to outside effects (Couclelis 1987). 

Sequential machine representations result in a 

shorthand for model specification, but when dealing with 

multi-component models, the assumption that all components 

can change state at all time steps also entails significant 

disadvantages from the model expression and simulation 

efficiency point of view (Zeigler 1984). The examples 

provided in the case studies (section 5) illustrate the 

importance of this aspect. When attempting to simulate 

spatial dynamics at several levels of resolution one should 

not have to choose time steps, because there are several 

temporal scales involved in the model components. Choosing a 

very small time step would capture the behavior of all 

components but would imply prohibitively expensive 

simulations, with many unnecessary computation steps. 
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The discrete event systems specification is an 

appropriate mathematical paradigm for simulation of spatial 

dynamic ecological processes in cellular spaces at several 

resolution levels simultaneously. Additionally, it is 

proposed that DEVS-Scheme, with its hierarchical modular 

representations, can provide the necessary simulation 

environment for implementation of those models in geographic 

information systems. 

3.2 Knowledge representation schemes in DEVS-Scheme 

The methodology presented is called knowledge-based 

simulation (Zeigler 1990). It integrates discrete event 

simulation formalisms and artificial intelligence 

knowledge-representation schemes in DEVS-Scheme. DEVS-Scheme 

is a knowledge-based, object-oriented simulation environment 

for modeling and design that facilitates construction of 

families of models in a form easily reusable by retrieval 

from a model-base. It is engineered in a set of layers so 

that all of the underlying Lisp-based and object-oriented 

programming language features are available to the user 

(Zeigler 1990). 

All models in DEVS-Scheme are hierarchical, modular, 

object-oriented models. The term modularity means the 

description of a model in such a way that it has recognized 
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input and output ports through which all the interaction 

with the external world is mediated (Zeigler 1990). For a 

set of component models (objects), a coupled-model can be 

created by specifying how the input and output ports are 

connected to each other, and to external ports. The new 

coupled-model is itself a modular model and thus can be used 

as a component in a yet larger, hierarchically higher level 

model. 

Each modular model is an object. Each object has its 

own variables and procedures to manipulate these variables 

called methods. Only the methods owned by the object can 

access and change the values of its variables, and thus its 

state. Objects can communicate with each other and with 

higher levels of control, to cause changes in their states, 

by a process called message passing (Zeigler 1990). This 

process uses couplings as communication channels. In object

oriented programming , objects are usually not defined 

individually. A class definition provides a template for 

generating any number of instances, each one an identical 

copy of the basic prototype. Objects can be organized into a 

family of homogeneous classes, which affords an economy of 

definitions. In addition to their own methods, objects of a 

given class inherit all the methods of the other classes, 

automatically obtaining their definitions (Zeigler, 1990). 
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The most basic models from which all others are built 

by coupling are called atomic-models. Atomic models are 

specified in the dynamic discrete event formalism. Since the 

DEVS formalims include closure under coupling (Zeigler 1984, 

1990) all models created by coupling of atomic-models 

(coupled-models) also are discrete event models. Atomic 

models are stand-alone modular objects that contain: 

- a set of state variables and parameters, 

- an internal transition function that computes the 

next state and state transition time when no messages arrive 

in the input ports, 

- an external transition function that computes the 

next state and transition time when an external event 

arrives in an input port, 

- a time advance function, and 

- and an output function which generates an output just 

before an internal transition takes place. 

Two state variables are usually present in atomic 

models: phase and sigma. In the absence of external events 

the model remains in the current phase for the time given by 

sigma. When an external event occurs the external transition 

function places the system in a new phase and sigma thus 

scheduling it for the next internal transition (Zeigler 

1990). The next state is computed on the basis of the 



present state, the input port and value of the external 

event, and the time elapsed in the current state. 
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DEVS knowledge representation scheme, the system entity 

structure, combines decomposition, coupling and taxonomy 

(Zeigler, 1990). The entities of the system entity structure 

refer to the conceptual components of reality for which 

models may reside in the model base. An entity may have 

several aspects, each denoting a decomposition and therefore 

having several entities. An entity also may have several 

specializations, each representing a classification of the 

possible variants of the entity. 

This knowledge base is a compact representation scheme 

that can be unfolded to generate the family of all possible 

~Od8ls synthesizable from the models in the model base, 

expressed as composition trees (Zeigler 1990). Composition 

trees are obtained by pruning operations, which are guided 

by the objectives of a simulation. Figure 1 (a and b) 

illustrates the generation of a model's composition tree 

through pruning of the system entity structure, i. e. by 

choosing at each level what decomposition each entity will 

have and thus what components constitute the model. A 

multiple entity (figure 1b) represents the set of all 

members of an entity class. A multiple entity can generate a 

composition tree with any number of identical entities as a 

decomposition. 
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An experimental frame (EF) specifies the form of 

experimentation that is required to obtain answers to 

questions of interest (Zeigler 1984, 1990). It is a 

coupled-model that generates streams of inputs to the model, 

monitors the simulation, and processes model output. The 

experimental frame reflects the objectives one has in 

experimenting with the model. It specifies a limited set of 

circumstances under which the model (or models) and the real 

system are to be observed or subject to experimentation. 

This implies that the validity of a model is not absolute 

but relative to a particular frame. A model may be valid in 

one frame but not in another (Zeigler 1984). 
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WOODY~VEG 

I 
woody-veg~dec 

I 

TREES SHRUBS 

III III 
TREE SHRUB 

" 
II 

treelLpec shrub~spec 

II 
I 

PINE SPRUCE ASPEN FIR SAGEBRUSH BURROWEED 

Figur~ 1 (a)- The system entity structure represents 
decomposition, coupling and taxonomy. The example shows the 
entity structure for an hypothetical model of woody 
vegetation. WOODY-VEG can be composed of TREES and SHRUBS. 
This decomposition is named woody-veg-dec. TREES and SHRUBS 
are multiple entities (denoted by the three parallel lines) 
which means they can be composed of any number of entities 
TREE or SHRUB respectively. Additionally, each entity TREE 
and SHRUB in the model can embody a different kind of tree 
or shrub through specialization (indicated by the two 
parallel vertical lines and a specialization name). Thus 
each 'tREE can embody a model of FIR, SPRUCE, PINE or ASPEN, 
and each SHRUB can become SAGEBRUSH or BURROWEED. This 
system entity structure of woody vegetation can thus be 
applied to many situations because it can generate different 
models with different compositions and structure based on a 
single system entity structure and on a model base. 
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WOODY-VEG 

/ ~ 
TREES SHRUBS 

~/I~~ / ~ 
PINE PINE PINE FIR FIR 

BURROWEED BURROWEED 

MODEL BASE: 

EJ 
I SAGEBRUSH BURROWEED 

PINE-SPRUCE 

EJ EJ I SPRUCE II SPRUCE I 

Figure 1 (b)- The composition tree for a model of woody 
vegetation is generated by pruning the system entity 
structure and by retrieving and coupling the selected models 
from the model base. There need only be one model for each 
entity type, from which all working models are replicated. 
If a coupled model exists in the model based it can be 
retrieved and used in the same manner. This is exemplified 
by the presence of model PINE-SPRUCE in the model base. 
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Instead of aiming to have a complete, all encompassing 

model of the real system, one may have several simple models 

of the same system, each applicable under a different 

experimental frame. Additionally, different models of a 

system may correspond to different levels of abstraction of 

that system. The behavior of these models can be observed 

under a given experimental frame to establish morphisms 

(Zeigler 1976, 1984, 1990), so that aggregations can be made 

and simpler models replace more complete ones. Zeigler 

(1984) reviews the levels of systems specifications, and the 

morphisms that allow structure-to-behavior inference and 

behavior.-to-structure inference under justifying conditions. 

There also is a working framework for examining the type of 

validity of the models: replicative, predictive, or 

structural (Zeigler, 1984). 

4. DISTRIBUTED HIERARCHICAL MODULAR MODELS FOR DYNAMIC 

MODELING IN GIS 

DEVS-Scheme and GIS can be linked to generate a 

powerful spatial dynamic simulation environment for 

ecological and natural resource management applications. GIS 

have spatial data bases that can be georeferenced, and may 

include large amounts of distributed thematic information at 
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several resolutions. Particularly, raster based GIS 

represent spatial information in a topologically invariant 

grid form, which constitutes a simpler representation for 

spatial dynamic modeling with DEVS-Scheme. DEVS-Scheme can 

associate stand-alone discrete event models with spatial 

locations represented in the GIS data base, and couple those 

models in a coherent manner. The dynamic models can then 

process the spatially distributed information available in 

the GIS data base, and update it through time. The models 

also can receive external updated information at any moment, 

due to the continuous time nature of discrete event 

specifications. 

The proposed approach facilitates representing reality 

at several levels of resolution with model components 

organized in a hierarchical structure, and information flow 

in the form of message passing. The spatially referenced 

models can be atomic or coupled models depending on model 

design and hierarchical position. Moreover, higher level 

models may use information of lower resolution whereas lower 

level models feed on higher resolution information. This 

entails that the behavior of the higher level models may 

integrate information resulting from the behavior of lower 

level components (high resolution) and information obtained 

and processed at a lower resolution. Additionally, temporal 

scales vary across the model hierarchy, but due to the 
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continuous time nature of the discrete event models, the 

problem of choosing time steps is obviated. The behavior of 

the lower level, "faster" components can be analyzed, while 

the higher level components are triggered only when relevant 

events take place (see the first case study, section 5). 

This type of representation may have application in the 

scaling up of ecophysiological process studies to landscape 

level, where vegetation structure and functioning are 

evaluated from small scale spatial information obtained by 

remote sensing (e.g. NDVI and canopy water stress indices) 

and from spatially distributed localized ecological and 

ecophysiological process models that calculate vegetation 

state based on very large scale information up to the leaf 

stomata level. 

DEVS-Scheme includes capabilities of variable structure 

(Zeigler :t al. 1990). This means that a model's initial 

structure may change as the simulation proceeds, in a way 

that differs from simulation to simulation, depending on the 

specific conditions. At any instant, component models can be 

replicated, introduced in the overall model's structure, and 

initialized based on spatial and hierarchical position. 

Additionally, those models that become inactive and are no 

longer needed may be removed from the entity structure. 

Variable structure capabilities are used in the fire growth 

model (section 6), where this ability is translated in the 
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possibility of having only models corresponding to active 

(burning) cells in the model structure. New models are 

loaded when new cells start burning. Conversely, when a cell 

burns out and its model is no longer needed, it is removed 

from the model structure and memory is freed up for the 

functioning of newly ignited cells. 

Variable structure capabilities are a very important 

aspect for modeling biotic systems (Hogeweg and Hesper 1986, 

1989). Hogeweg and Hesper (1989) argue that variable 

structure models with adaptive, self-modifying or learning 

ability do increase the power of modeling formalisms 

considerably. Additionally, variable structure models are 

important for spatial dynamic modeling in GIS because they 

make it possible to develop representations based on the 

parallel processing concept in low end workstations (Figure 

2). There is an efficiency of memory usage when only active 

models are loaded in memory at any moment (corresponding to 

a portion of the whole grid). The central sequential 

processor can emulate parallelism by sequentially processing 

state changes at a given simulation time, only for the 

subset of loaded models having an event at that instant. 

Figure 2 is an illustration of how DEVS-Scheme and GIS can 

be interfaced to make variable structure modeling available 

in GIS. 
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GIS 
~ 

Spatial Information Lavers: . 
- slope display 
- aspect 
- fuels 
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generate new information 

• 

distributed spatial infannation I4X1&ted spatial 
for DEVS models information al 

8Venltimes , 
DEVS-Scheme 

~ ---I variable structure 

Figure 2- Variable structure and GIS. DEVS variable 
structure and dynamic modeling capabilities are linked to 
the spatial data base management and display capabilities of 
GIS to provide a powerful spatial dynamic modeling 
environment. 



5. CASE STUDY 1: MULTI-SCALE SPATIAL SUCCESSION MODEL OF A 

WET SCLEROPHYLLOUS FOREST SUBJECT TO RECURRENT FIRES. 

5.1. Introduction 
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The understanding of ecosystem structure and function 

requires incorporating knowledge at several levels of 

resolution (di Castri and Hadley 1988; O'Neill et al. 1989; 

Pickett et al. 1989). To study several levels of 

organization simultaneously it is necessary to understand 

how the processes at different levels interact, and 

coherently couple the different time and spatial scales. 

This task may benefit from the set of concepts provided by 

hierarchy theory (Salthe 1985; O'Neill et al. 1986). 

Hierarchical structuring means that at any given level of 

resolution, an ecological system is composed of interacting 

components (lower-level entities) and is itself a component 

of a larger system (a higher level entity) (0' Neill et al. 

1989) . 

Recently there has been an increasing interest on 

deriving landscape level phenomena based on many interactive 

individual-based models (Couclelis 1985, 1988; Huston et al. 

1988, Pickett et al. 1989; Costanza et al.1990). The 

individual-based approach to modeling ecosystem behavior and 

structure provides a set of useful concepts for this study. 

The idea that entities can be identified, whose behavior can 
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be described independently through specification of 

interactions with their ecological neighbors and physical 

environment is the central idea of the object-oriented, 

hierarchical modular modeling technique presented. 

Nevertheless, we argue that this idea is not sufficient and 

that the ecosystem must be studied at several levels of 

aggregation simultaneously. 

A nested hierarchical model consists of a set of 

interconnected models that are themselves composed of yet 

lower level components, and so on until the lowest level is 

reached. These components that have no lower level 

constituents are the leaves of the hierarchy, and represent 

the most basic entities that are identified in the real 

system, within the chosen resolution. They are atomic 

models, and differ from the coupled models that consist of 

lower level models linked by coupling. Coupled and atomic 

models are the components of the overall model of the system 

under study. 

The study of landscapes as nested hierarchical systems 

involves explicit analysis of the framework of interactions 

among same-level components, and between components and the 

entities within which they exist. Given the dynamic nature 

of ecosystems, there are structure changes over time. Thus 

it is important for a dynamic model of an ecosystem to 

dynamically update spatial referencing of all entities and 



include in its structure new models that represent new 

entities generated as a result of system functioning. 
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Top-down analysis of an ecosystem provides entity 

identification and structural information. At the lowest 

level of analysis, entity behavior, as bounded by structural 

constraints, underlies the overall system functioning and 

may determine structural changes. Thus, system behavior is 

derived in a bottom-up process, where the behavior of many 

interacting simple entities gives rise to complex system 

behavior (Couclelis 1985, 1988; Huston et ale 1988). 

Proper treatment of time is as important as proper 

analysis of structure. In complex ecosystems a multiplicity 

of concurrent processes operates at different time scales. A 

model in which there are distinct time steps for every 

process is difficult to construct, and even when it is 

possible to control time steps from the faster to the slower 

components of the system, there may be many computation 

steps without significant state transitions of the 

components involved. This is a waste of computation power 

and time that makes this type of simulation too onerous to 

perform. In the methodology presented this problem is 

avoided by specifying hierarchical models in the DEVS 

discrete-event formalism (Zeigler 1976, 1990). 

The work presented illustrates (through simulation) how 

a landscape consisting of spatially referenced, 
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hierarchically arranged components, can change as a result 

of the dynamic behavior of its entities. A wet 

sclerophyllous rainforest landscape is analyzed to the level 

individual cohorts of each component key-species (Moore and 

Noble 1990). However, by extending the analysis, the ideas 

introduced are equally applicable to models employing 

individual organisms as entities. 

In this study models are implemented in the DEVS-Scheme 

environment and interfaced with IDRISI. IDRISI is a grid 

based geographic information system (GIS) that consists of a 

set of routines running from DOS. The models running in 

DEVS-Scheme dynamically produce maps at event times, showing 

landscape states in a format that can be manipulated and 

displayed by the GIS. 

We illustrate the potential of this technique with 

modular conceptual models of vegetation key component 

species (Noble and Slatyer 1981; Vasconcelos and Zeigler 

1993) and simulate landscape dynamics using many distributed 

copies of these modules arranged in a hierarchical discrete

event model. 

5.2 The wet sclerophyllous rainforest landscape 

The site dynamics of the wet sclerophyllous rainforest 

ecosystem has been analyzed by Noble and Slatyer (1981). 

When a fire occurs, the open space is colonized by 
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propagules that remained viable (surviving the fire or 

arriving from neighbors). The initial stages of rainforest 

succession correspond to a sclerophyllous scrub dominated by 

Eucalyptus and Acacia that subsequently gives way to an 

Eucalyptus forest. A rainforest understory of mainly 

Antherosperma moschatum Labill (family Monimiaceae) and 

Nothofagus cunninghamii (hook.) Oerst. (family Fagaceae) 

develop beneath the tall Eucalyptus forest leading to a 

mixed forest. Seedlings of Eucalyptus and other sclerophyll 

species are unable to establish under the rainforest and 

pure rainforest will inhabit the site (Noble and Slatyer 

1981) . 

Noble and Slatyer (1981) considered Acacia sp., 

Eucalyptus sp., Nothofagus sp., and Antherosperma sp. as the 

key-component species of the sclerophyllous rainforest. For 

each succession stage, a subset of this group of species is 

present in a different arrangement, as follows: 

1- Sclerophyllous scrub: four key-species in juvenile 

stage. 

2- Mixed Forest: mixture of Acacia and Eucalyptus with 

Antherosperma. 

3- Juvenile rainforest: Antherosperma and Nothofagus 

4- Pure rainforest: Large dominance of Antherosperma. 

Each of the key-species identified represents a 

different functional group, or sets of plants which have 
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common physiological, reproductive and life history 

characteristics and where variations in each characteristic 

has specific, ecologically predictive values (Moore and 

Noble 1990). 

In Noble and Slatyer's (1981) approach no information 

about individuals per se is stored; each species 

representation describes the behavior of a cohort of a given 

functional group. The description of dynamic species 

behavior refers to the presence or absence of individuals of 

that species (functional group) in a site, at an arbitrary 

level of significance. 

A landscape where fire is the primary disturbance 

factor can be thought of as a set of vegetation patches, 

corresponding to different areas burned at different times. 

Vegetation dynamics within each of these patches can be 

described by Noble and Slatyer's replacement sequences. 

Consequently, we can design a set of several models running 

in parallel, one for each patch. Species establishment in a 

patch after fire depends not only on viable propagules left 

on the site, but also on the neighbors' abilities to provide 

propagules. Thus, the spatial position of landscape patches 

is important and determines the inclusion of intercomponent 

coupling for material flow (in this case, propagules) 

between patches. 
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The rainforest landscape used in the simulations is 

shown in Figure 3. Although this is a representation of a 

real ecosystem, the present set of patches does not 

correspond to any particular site. It is an hypothetical 

arrangement of a rainforest landscape. The representation in 

Figure 3 corresponds to a 10 by 10 matrix showing three 

different stages of succession that correspond to different, 

multicell vegetation patches. However, some patches are in 

the same succession phase as other patches. The three 

different vegetation stages are: 

1- sclerophyllous scrub 

2- juvenile rainforest 

3- pure rainforest 



RAINFOREST LANDSCAPE 

ILI!;diiJ • t:JI .. 
Sclerophyllous Scrub 

Eucalypt., Nathof., Antherosp. 

Juvenile Rainforest 
Pure Rainforest 

Figure 3- The Wet Sclerophyllous Landscape 
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Although the size of each cell is irrelevant in such an 

hypothetical landscape, each cell must correspond to an area 

holding a sample where the sclerophyllous forest is 

represented, so occupying 0.5 to 1 ha. 
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5.3. Modeling approach 

Noble and Slatyer (1981) characterize each key-species 

based on their life history attributes (vital attributes), 

and use a separate representation for each species. The 

vital attributes defined as most important to a species' 

success on a site subject to recurrent fires are: 1-) the 

method of arrival to the site following a disturbance; 2-) 

the conditions in which a species establishes itself and 

grows to maturity; 3-) and the time taken to reach critical 

stages (maturity, senescence and extinction) in its life 

history. 

Noble and Slatyer's (1981) representation has been 

successfully used to describe succession after fire in a 

single patch context (Kessel 1977, 1979; Noble and Slatyer 

1981; Shugart 1984). To depict shifts in a community 

composition after disturbances (fire events) this scheme 

uses replacement sequences (Figure 4) that can be 

represented in a discrete event dynamic formalism 

(Vasconcelos and Zeigler, 1993). 

Each of the key-component species described above can 

be represented as an atomic-model (an object) in the DEVS

Scheme environment. One can relate the life characteristics 

of a species to the set of internal states that exist in the 

absence of fires, and fires can be viewed as external events 
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that reset the sequence of internal states. The new sequence 

of internal transitions determined by a fire occurrence is 

dependent on the current internal state, and on the 

persistence and establishment characteristics of the 

species. 
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Figure 4- Example of a species vital attributes ar1d behavior 
under the influence of fires occurring at the several phases 
of the life cycle. The capitalized letters refer to the 
species arrival (C - seeds in canopy) and establishment (I -
shade intolerant) attributes. The phases of the life cycle 
represented with a dashed line have available propagules. 
The solid arrows represent species transitions in case there 
are no fires, and dashed arrows represent transitions in 
case of fire. For a more detailed explanation see Noble and 
Slatyer, 1981. 
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5.3.1. The species atomic models and the one-patch model 

A different atomic model exists for each of the 

component species (Eucalyptus sp., Nothofagus sp., 

Antherosperma sp.and Acacia sp.). Figure 5 shows a diagram 

representing the atomic model created for Acacia sp. and 

respective pseudo-code. The models for the other species are 

similar, but have different times of next internal event, 

and slightly different rules reflecting the differences in 

persistence and establishment characteristics (see below) . 

Each species model SPE has an input port fire and 

output ports send and out (Figure 5). Given a set of modular 

models, a new model can be created by specifying how the 

input and output ports of component modular models are to be 

connected to each other and to external ports. Once included 

in the model base, the new model can itself be employed to 

construct yet larger models in the same manner (Zeigler, 

1990). This concept is used in the implementation of Noble 

and Slatyer model in DEVS-Scheme by looking at the key

species (SPE objects) as the components of a higher level 

model that corresponds to a patch. 

In a model SPE the variable name is the species 

identifier, m, 1 and ex are parameters that correspond to 

the time that this species takes to reach maturity, 

longevity and extinction respectively. The variable phase 

holds the species phases. It will have the values juvenile 



(from time 0 to time m), mature (from time m to 1), 

propagule (from 1 to ex) and passive (after the species 

reached extinction time ex). If no external events (fires) 

occur, the species will become inactive after ex has 

elapsed. Note that the internal transition function can be 

the same for all species. All have the same sequence of 

phases and differ only in the time taken to reach it (this 

includes the possibility of infinite time for ex) . 
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Depending on the value of the variable, or name, 

different sets of rules are applied when external events 

(fires) occur. The rules applied are a consequence of the 

species (name) life history, and will set the model to a 

transient state where the variable phase is set to "send" if 

the species is in a reproductive phase (able to send 

propagules). Additionally, the variable sigma is updated to 

time of next internal event. Before each internal transition 

an output goes to port out with the value of the phase 

reached; however, if the model is in the transient phase 

"send", output will go to port send. This acknowledges the 

initialization of that particular species after the 

occurrence of a fire. 

A patch (model SPES) is composed of four atomic models 

SPE, one for each component species (Vasconcelos and 

Zeigler, 1993). The coupling is of a broadcast type, where 

messages received by a patch in port fire are broadcast to a 
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corresponding port in all components (Figure 6). 

Additionally, the output port of each component species is 

coupled with patch output ports only, thus there is no 

internal coupling among patch components. This is a 

consequence of the assumptions in Noble and Slatyer's 

approach. As discussed above each species' adaptive traits 

(including competition abilities) are addressed in its life 

history description. 

5.3.2. Multipatch modeling 

A landscape model of several interacting, out-of-phase 

patches can be designed as a coupled-model of several one

patch models. The coupled model of the landscape thus 

consists of a nested hierarchy of lower level models; it is 

composed of a set of patches, which are themselves composed 

of distinct subsets of key-species in different phases, 

reflecting different succession stages. The state of the 

landscape, as expressed by the spatial arrangement of 

patches and their development stage, depends on species and 

patch dynamics and also on fire occurrences time, size and 

location. 

The experimental frame designed for the present study 

consists of: 1-) a generator that generates fires varied 

size (number of cells) and location, to occur at specified 

points in time; 2-) and a transducer that keeps track of 



global simulation time. The transducer also translates 

landscape structure at the time of each event to a raster 

map, by associating a code to each cell depending on its 

state. 
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SPE 
fire .. -

phase I sigma I name I clock I m I I I ex -'- temp 

PSEUDO-CODE FOR ACACIA 

STATE VARIABLES: sigma = 10 phase = juvenile name = acacia 
clock = 0 m = 10 1=60 
ex= 330 

EXTERNAL TRANSITION FUNCTION: 
case port is 'fire' 

case input value is 'fire' 
if phase is not 'passive' 

set temp to phase 
set clock to sigma minus elapsed time 
hold in phase 'send' 0 

otherwise 
set temp to 'passive' 
set clock to 1nfinite' 
hold in' no-propagules-sent' 0 

case input value is 'end' 
paSSivate 

case else 
set phase to 1uvenile' comment: initializing this acacia 
set sigma to m comment: time for the next event 

INTERNAL TRANSITION FUNCTION: 
case phase is 1uvenile' set phase to 'mature' and sigma to I 
case phase is 'mature' set phase to 'propagule' and sigma to ex 
case phase is 'propagule' set phase to 'extinct' and sigma to 'infinite' 
case phase is 'send' set phase to temp and sigma to clock 
case phase is 'no-propagule-sent' set phase to temp and sigma to clock 

OUTPUT FUNCTION: 
case phase is 'juvenile' output 'acaica is mature' 
case phase is 'mature' output 'acacia reached longevity' 
case phase is 'propagule' output 'acacia is extinct' 
case phase is 'send' output 'acacia' 
case else output nothing 

send .. 

out .. 

Figure 5- The species atomic model and pseudo-code_ The 
diagram shows the state variables (in the boxes) and the 
input/output ports_ 
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SPES 
fire l fire ~ fire • fire + fire 

ACACIA NOTHOFAG EUCALYPT ANTHER , , , , send 

, out out r out out out 

Figure 6- SPES - the model for a patch. This diagram shows 
the coupling of the component species to the input and 
output ports of the model patch. 
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The system entity structure for this landscape subject 

to recurrent fires is shown in Figure 7. The landscape is 

composed of LAND-UNIT, which is itself composed of patches. 

The three vertical lines indicate that SPESS (a set of 

patches) can be composed of any number of entities SPES, and 

thus is a multiple entity. Additionally, each patch (SPES) 

can consist of any number of similar components SPE (in this 

case 1 to 4 species). As indicated by the specialization 

lines under SPE, a choice can be made on the type of each 

SPE component of a patch, and each SPE can embody one of the 

four possible species. It can become a Acacia, Eucalyptus, 

Nothofagus or Antherosperma. 

------- - - ---
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The system entity structure is pruned to a composition 

tree that reflects the initial landscape structure (Figure 

7). The number of component species in the initial landscape 

structure is specified by the user during the pruning 

process, and in this case there are four possible 

key-species in each patch. 

If fires do not occur landscape patches will not 

interact and each patch will progress through a sequence of 

states determined by internal transitions only. Succession 

will proceed towards a pure rainforest in all patches, and 

the landscape will finally consist of pure rainforest. When 

fires occur, a new model SPES must be initialized for the 

open space. This new patch starts at the beginning of its 

life cycle, and its component species are determined by 

propagule availability (either from the site itself or from 

contributing neighboring patches). It is assumed that when a 

fire occurs in one patch, and a neighboring patch has 

available propagules, these can be instantaneously sent to 

the first burned patch. It also is assumed that if a species 

was locally extinct in the just burned patch and propagules 

arrive, the species will re-establish instantaneously. The 

formalization of these assumptions is reflected in the 

atomic model behavior, and in the couplings described below 

and shown in Figure 8. 
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Since we are concerned with spatial explicitness, it is 

necessary to keep track of spatial referencing at all event 

times. This task is accomplished by the model CONTROL 

(Figure 8). Space is represented by a grid of cells (Figure 

3), and each cell corresponds to one of the component SPES 

of the landscape. If a fire occurs, each cell in the burned 

area is re-associated with the newly generated model SPES. 

CONTROL updates the list of cells associated with each model 

SPES when events occur, and sends it to EF. EF generates a 

new grid that maps the new landscape state in a format 

displayable in IDRISI. 

When a fire occurs, CONTROL receives the list of burned 

cells from EF. Then, it determines what models SPES 

(patches) are associated with those cells and with cells in 

the neighborhood of the burned area. A message is sent to 

those models saying that a fire occurred and they can send 

propagules. Upon receiving this message the models of the 

species in these patches (SPES) that are in an appropriate 

phase will send a message to CONTROL through port send. This 

process determines what propagules are available and thus 

determines the models of component species of the newly 

generated SPES (the new patch) . 

Extinction and establishment are the events of interest 

for this application because these are the events that 

determine state transitions at the patch level. This implies 
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that port out is accessed only when a species in a patch 

reaches extinction. Consequently, new maps are generated in 

case of fire (establishment time) or in case of extinction 

of a species in any of the patches. 

Note that the choice of output maps is determined by 

study objectives. If the objectives relate to the behavior 

of the key-species themselves (or both the species and 

patches), maps can be generated at the time of species state 

transitions (and at the time of patch state transitions if 

required) at a much finer, not pre-established time scale. 

The modeling approach can be summarized in the 

following steps: 

1- Formalization of species atomic models, SPE 

(components of a model SPES that represents a patch) and 

coupling of SPE within a patch (described in greater detail 

in Vasconcelos and Zeigler 1993) . 

2- Formalization of an experimental frame (EF) for the 

simulations. This EF is interfaced with IDRISI and displays 

maps of the landscape when there are state transitions at 

the patch level (change in SPES composition). 

3- Definition of assumptions for interactions between 

patches. Formalization of interactions between patches by 

coupling. 

4- Design of a system entity structure applicable to 

simulation of the dynamics of the landscape under study. 
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5- Pruning for creating a model of a one-patch 

landscape, the composition tree incorporates only one patch 

(Vasconcelos and Zeigler 1993). This model has no spatial 

referencing and is used for testing one patch behavior under 

the conditions presented by Noble and Slatyer (1981) (for 

model verification) . 

6- Pruning for creating the model representing the 

landscape shown in Figure 3. 

5.4. Simulation experiments 

The landscape shown in Figure 3 is used to test our 

approach. This hypothetical landscape is represented as a 

grid of cells in the IDRISI GIS where each cell is 

associated with vegetation in one of the three different 

initial successional stages described in the introduction. 

Each succession stage is represented by a model SPES (a 

patch) that is composed of given key-species. Thus, to each 

cell of the landscape there is a corresponding model in the 

model-base, in a many-to-one mapping. 

In the landscape under study there are 5 interacting 

patches. However, some of these patches are synchronized and 

can be described by the same model. The neighborhood size 

considered corresponds to a 3x3 window centered in each 

cell. Space is represented as a torus, eliminating edges, 
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and the neighborhood is defined for every cell of this data 

base. 

For the simulations of landscape dynamics with several 

interacting patches, the time of extinction of the species 

Eucalyptus sp. was slightly modified for illustration 

purposes (changed from year 400 to year 411). This 

adjustment avoids the extinction of Acacia and Eucalyptus at 

the same instant, thus providing a better illustration of 

the point we want to make with the simulations. 

The simulations of landscape dynamics for a set of 

interacting vegetation patches are done for a period of 550 

years. The initial state for the rainforest landscape is 

shown in Figure 3, and Table 1. There are five patches that 

correspond to three different vegetation succession stages. 

The initial composition tree includes three SPES (Figure 7), 

and the species in each SPES with their respective settings 

are shown in Table 1. 

Four different scenarios are utilized in the 

simulations: 

1) No fires 

2) Small frequent fires 

3) Medium size, medium frequency fires 

4) Large, less frequent fires 



TABLE 1: Initial States 

SPES1- Sclerophyllous scrub: Acacia phase=mature 
sigma=325 

Eucalyptus phase=mature 
sigma=336 

Nothofagus phase=mature 
sigma=425 

Antherosperma phase=mature 
sigma=infinite 

SPES2 - Juvenile rainforest: Nothofagus phase=propagule 

SPES3- Pure rainforest: 

5.5. Results 

sigma=10 
Antherosperma phase=mature 

sigma=infinite 

Antherosperma phase=mature 
sigma=infinite 

As expected, the landscape dynamics simulation 

performed with the first scenario (no fires), shown in 
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Figure 9, resulted in a final landscape of pure rainforest. 

The initially distinct vegetation patches progressed through 

the expected sequence of states, with transitions occurring 

at different times. 

Examination of simulated landscape state sequences, 

shown in Figures 10 through 12, indicate that the second 

(small, frequent fires) and third (medium size and frequency 

fires) scenarios result in more diverse landscapes (with 

more different states present simultaneously) than the 

fourth (large, frequent fires). However, as should be 

expected, small, frequent fires produce the most 



fragmentation, thus resulting in more heterogeneous 

landscapes. 

Small and frequent fires (Scenario 2, Figure 10) lead 

to landscapes with a smaller total area of sclerophyllous 

scrub (early succession stage). They also seem to 

contribute to the maintenance of small "islands" of 

sclerophyllous scrub in which propagules of all species 

remain available. This result is a consequence of the 

relative small area of the frequent fires. If fire size is 

maintained constant throughout all simulation scenarios, 

then, frequent fires will produce larger areas of early 

successional stage vegetation. 
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Large fires leave little room for the presence of many 

patches- they tend to synchronize the behavior of the 

landscape into a few large patches. This is a consequence of 

the assumption that, however large the space opened by the 

fire may be, the new patch is colonized uniformly 

throughout. In reality, an area newly opened by fire may be 

only partially occupied by sclerophyllous scrub, depending 

on the area's size and shape. This suggests the need for 

more detailed descriptions of neighborhood interactions for 

this scenario. 
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5.6. Discussion 

The example used shows how DEVS-Scheme can be used to 

specify dynamic processes occurring at three different 

levels of resolution: the key-species, the vegetation patch 

and the whole landscape. Fires constrain patch and species 

dynamics because time and localization of fire occurrences 

determine what species are able to establish in the new open 

space. Additionally, fire size and shape constrain the 

neighborhood size and thus the likely range of propagule 

availability. 

As indicated, the models can be improved by changing 

the way neighborhood interactions are handled. The results 

of the fourth large fire simulation indicate the need to 

refine the propagule dispersion rules. If the mechanisms of 

dispersal of each species (SPE) are well understood, then 

the inclusion of new rules in the model is a simple process. 

The structure of the rainforest landscape model changes 

through time. The model dynamically decides which models or 

arrangements of models need to be added as new patches are 

created by fire occurrences. The inclusion of new components 

is done by initializing models that have been available in 

memory from the beginning of the simulation experiment. 

However, capabilities for variable structure models are now 

available in DEVS-Scheme (Zeigler 1986; Zeigler et al. 



1990), and future landscape models can be developed with 

less memory requirements. 
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It should be stressed that the simulations performed in 

this work were done on an IBM/PC compatible platform, with 2 

ME of available memory, and that the use of a larger data 

set, with the same level of complexity, would result in 

reduced execution speed. This model is now implemented with 

true variable structure on a SUN SPARC2 Workstation with 16 

ME of available memory, permitting its application to more 

complex and realistic data bases. 

Since the time base used is continuous, there is no 

need for choosing time steps. The behavior of the species 

can be analyzed, while patch entities are triggered only 

when relevant events take place. 

The concept of "functional group", as presented by 

Noble and Slatyer (1981) and Moore and Noble (1990) may be 

extended to other contexts. Grouping plants ecologically 

rather then taxonomically is one of the keys for using 

satellite-based remotely sensed information of vegetation. 

The use of remote sensing data in ecological studies is of 

vital importance because it provides the only data sets that 

span the temporal and spatial scales of local systems 

through global systems (Graetz 1990; see Hobbs and Mooney 

1990 for a review). Using the concept of "functional group", 

and describing it with ecological characteristics detectable 



by remote sensing, may allow the development of useful 

landscape models with the methods described in this study. 

6. SIMULATION OF FIRE GROWTH 

6.1. Introduction 
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The combustion of wildland fuels is a physico/chemical 

process that involves the continued advancement of a burning 

front through new materials. As a fire progresses the fuels 

ahead of it are pre-heated (primarily through the heat 

transfer mechanisms of radiation and convection) and the 

fuel particles are decomposed through thermo-chemical 

degradation into burnable gases. At this point ignition 

takes place and the combustion of flammable gases leads to 

the presence of flame. 

The advancement of a flaming front can be thought of as 

a series of ignitions with the heat of the fire raising 

successive strips of fuel to ignition temperature through a 

spatial contagion process. When the fire is burning 

homogeneous fuels and there is a steady series of ignitions 

it is considered a steady-state fire. If there is a 

transition from one fuel type to another fuel type, the 

steady-state is lost and the ignition of the new fuels may 

take a time-lag before the fire reaches a new steady-state. 

The advancement of a fire is a well studied phenomenon, and 



the physical basis for the calculation of rates of spread 

has been thoroughly described for homogeneous fuel 

conditions (Rothermel 1972, Rothermel 1983). 
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The expected shape of a fire burning in homogeneous 

fuels has been studied by Anderson (1984) among others. When 

a fire starts as a point, if it is burning under a no wind 

and no slope situation, it will spread outward in a circle. 

This means that the rate of fire spread is the same in all 

directions. However, when there is wind the flames will bend 

upwind heating the fuels ahead more efficiently and thus the 

fire burns faster in this direction, the direction of 

maximum spread (DMS). In this case the expected fire shape 

is an ellipse, and the higher the wind-speed the longer the 

resulting ellipse. 

The behavior of a wildland fire is determined by the 

fuel type (particle size and arrangement in the fuel bed, 

chemical composition, and fuel moisture content), the 

weather conditions (air temperature, air humidity and wind 

direction and speed) and topography of the fire site (mainly 

slope). The description of fire behavior involves the 

specification of rate and direction of spread, heat released 

per unit area or per unit length of the fire front 

(intensi ty) , and flame length. The intensity values and 

flame length can be calculated based on the estimated rate 

of spread and fuel parameters that describe the fuel bed. 

- ----- --- - - ----



The rate of spread can be calculated based on the semi

empirical formula developed by Rothermel (1972), that has 

been tested for uniform conditions (Andrews 1980). 
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Rothermel's rate of spread equation is used in BEHAVE, 

the fire modeling and fuel modeling system developed by the 

NFFL (USDA Forest Service) and used in Government Agencies 

responsible for land management such as the Park Service, 

the Forest Service, and the Bureau of Land Management. The 

applications of BEHAVE range from studies for prescribed 

burns to fighting of wildfires. Given input values of 

weather and fuel conditions BEHAVE outputs the estimated 

numerical value for rate of spread, fireline intensity, 

flame length and heat released per unit area, for a 

particular homogeneous area in the landscape. 

Although homogeneous fire environments can be created 

in the laboratory, and may be present in some specific 

situations in the field (like a fire burning a long wide 

slope, covered with one vegetation type), the great majority 

of wildland fires occurs under heterogeneous conditions both 

in space and in time. Vegetation (and thus fuels) may be 

arranged in patches of varying types and wind speed and 

direction vary with topography and in time resulting in 

varying rates of fire spread. Non-uniformity greatly limits 

the ability of predicting fire behavior with Rothermel's 
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equation, and dynamic estimations of fire position are more 

of an art than a technical prediction. 

The complex relationships between topography, 

meteorology and vegetation, produce highly heterogeneous 

environmental settings for the propagation of forest fires. 

Most studies analyzing the spatial heterogeneity of forest 

fires present results concerning the variability of 

temperature distributions, or fire effects, in burned areas. 

Heterogeneous temperature fields at the soil surface were 

reported by Hobbs et al. (1984) in heath fires in Scotland, 

by Stott (1986) in dry deciduous dipterocarp forest fires in 

northern Thailand, and by Hobbs and Atkins (1988) in various 

shrub and forest communities of western Australia. Other 

authors report the spatial variability of forest fire 

effects which are related to the heterogeneity of fire 

behavior (Koch and Bell 1980, Auld 1986) . 

van Wilgen et al. (1985), compared predictions of 

Rothermel's (1972; 1983) fire behavior model, with fourteen 

experimental fires in South African fynbos, a Mediterranean

type sclerophyllous shrub community. Fynbos ecosystems 

exhibit strong environmental heterogeneity, which the 

authors blame for the relatively poor model performance, 

especially concerning predictions of fireline intensity 

(FLI). The complex topography and structural heterogeneity 

of fynbos violate fundamental assumptions of the Rothermel 
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model. Therefore, it is not surprising the better fit 

between observations and predictions made with the same 

model, obtained by van Wilgen and Willis (1988), in the more 

homogeneous savanna ecosystems of northern Natal, South 

Africa. 

6.2. GIS-based fire behavior modeling 

Awareness of the need to account for spatial 

variability of wildfire fire behavior, led several authors 

to approach the subject from multiple conceptual and 

methodological perspectives, reviewed in Pereira and 

Vasconcelos (1990). In the present work only some of the 

GIS-based modeling strategies for simulating the spread of 

fire in heterogeneous environments are reviewed. 

GIS-based modeling of fire behavior is different from 

the spatial modeling approaches reviewed in Pereira and 

Vasconcelos (1990), in that it often involves the use of 

real landscapes, with precise georeferencing of 

environmental variables, and not the aggregated statistical 

treatment of actual or simulated spatial heterogeneity. When 

the spread of specific, concrete fires is attempted, 

geometric fire characteristics are not imposed ~ priori, but 

result from the mechanics of underlying models. Also, 

simulation of fire characteristics under alternative 



vegetation management strategies and weather conditions is 

made possible by the GIS cartographic data management 

capabilities (Vasconcelos and Pereira, 1991). 
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Literature on prediction of fire characteristics using 

GIS includes papers by Salazar and Palmer (1987), McKinsey 

(1988), Salazar and Power (1988), Vasconcelos (1988), 

Hamilton et ale (1989), Vasconcelos and Pereira (1991), 

Holder et ale (1990) and Ball and Guertin (1992). 

Salazar and Palmer (1987), Salazar and Power (1988) and 

Hamilton et ale (1989) discuss the usefulness of GIS 

technology to integrate the large amounts of information 

required to model fire behavior in a spatially explicit way. 

They used a GIS database containing information on 

topography, weather, and vegetation types to calculate rate 

of spread and fireline intensity for a study area in 

California. The GIS also was used to produce three 

dimensional displays of rate of spread (ROS) and FLI, and 

perspective views of bulldozer firebreak production rates, 

displayed on a digital terrain model. These authors do not 

attempt to simulate the actual spread of fires, ignited at a 

precisely georeferenced location, and growing under known 

meteorological conditions. 

McKinsey (1988) describes a very similar type of work, 

and derives maps of potential FLI from a GIS database 

containing digital elevation, vegetation type and vegetation 



age data. FLI is calculated with two models, one developed 

at the Boise Interagency Fire Center (BIFC), and with 

Rothermel's (1972) model. This information was used to 

identify land units of similar expected fire behavior, and 

define priority areas for a program of prescribed burns. 

Also, no attempt is made to model the spread of concrete 

fire events. 
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Holder et ale (1990) do address the latter problem, by 

coupling two Canadian fire spread models, based on cellular 

diffusion processes, operating on raster data , with an 

analytically oriented GIS, SPANS (TYDAC Technologies). Both 

models require three sets of inputs, namely digital 

elevation data, weather data, and fuel types data. Fuel 

typing is based on the classification set by the Canadian 

Forest Fire Behavior Prediction System (FBP). Three study 

areas corresponding to different spatial scales were used, 

to take into account the variation in scale and resolution 

which fire managers actually have to deal with. Simulation 

of fire spread was only attempted for the smallest study 

area, where highest resolution data were available. Maps of 

the relevant environmental variables contained in SPANS are 

input to the fire growth models. These calculate fire 

characteristics, and results are written back to SPANS and 

displayed graphically. With this approach, fire spread 

calculations are done within the fire behavior model, and 

----.-- --. - ----
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the GIS is only used to manage the digital cartographic 

database and to produce graphic outputs. The authors do not 

clarify the nature of the algorithms used by the fire growth 

models, other than the fact already mentioned that they are 

based on cellular diffusion processes. 

Vasconcelos (1988), Pereira and Vasconcelos (1990), 

Vasconcelos and Pereira (1991) and Vasconcelos and Guertin 

(1992), deal specifically with the coupling between the 

BEHAVE fire modeling system (Burgan and Rothermel 1984; 

Andrews 1986), which is based on Rothermel's rate of spread 

equation (Rothermel 1972), and the Map Analysis Package 

(MAP) GIS (Tomlin 1986). The FIREMAP system that implements 

this connection was used to compare the growth of an actual 

fire that took place in the White Mountains of central 

Arizona with model predictions (Vasconcelos 1988; 

Vasconcelos and Guertin 1992) and to analyze the 

consequences of hypothetical alternative reforestation 

projects on fire behavior (Vasconcelos and Pereira 1991). 

The procedure for dynamic, georeferenced simulation of 

fire behavior involves three separate stages (Vasconcelos 

1988). First, the GIS is used to partition the study area 

into internally uniform cells, and to desegregate the 

geographic information into thematic maps corresponding to 

the different inputs required by the BEHAVE system. 
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Next, these input themes are supplied to the modified 

version BEHAVE, which processes not a single vector of 

spatially averaged data concerning mean values for 

topography, weather, and fuels, but one such vector for each 

database cell, in a distributed and precisely georeferenced 

manner. Results are then written to corresponding cells and 

output in cartographic form. Figure 13 is an illustration 

of this process, showing the production of ROS, FLI and 

direction of maximum spread (DMS) maps. 

The third phase involves using the MAP SPREAD 

algorithm. Generically, GIS SPREAD-type functions are used 

to evaluate transportation time or cost, over a complex 

Surface. These algorithms evaluate phenomena that accumulate 

with distance by moving outwards in all directions, from one 

or more source pOints. In the process, a variable such as 

travel time is calculated and a running total of the 

calculations is kept. Travel-time data layers define the 

time it takes to traverse each cell, and in the case of 

multiple routings being available, the SPREAD function 

selects the one corresponding to the shortest distance or 

least-cost path. These algorithms require the study area to 

be regularly subdivided into relatively small terrain units 

that provide the geographic units over which values are 

progressively accumulated. Because of this, SPREAD functions 

are only implemented in raster-based GIS (Aronoff 1989). 
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In FIREMAP, fire is the phenomenon being "transported" 

or spreading in space, and the travel-time map is obtained 

by dividing the values in the ROS map by cell size, which is 

constant for the entire database. This produces a map of the 

time it takes the flames to traverse each cell. One cell is 

selected as the point of fire ignition and overlaid with the 

flame front travel-time map. Then, the SPREAD algorithm 

processes the data in the way indicated above until the 

total time chosen for the simulation is accumulated. Results 

of the simulation include location, shape, and size of 

burned areas and fire perimeter at user-specified intervals. 

The system has the ability to accept changes of weather 

conditions at the beginning of each time interval. Maps of 

all other fire characteristics calculated by BEHAVE (flame 

length, heat yield by unit area of the fire front, etc.) may 

also be produced (Vasconcelos 1988). 

Within each constant weather time interval, all cells 

are assumed to burn in the same direction, which can only be 

updated between time intervals. Additionally, there is a 

need to manually update the fire perimeter at the end of 

each time interval, so that only those cells burning in the 

fire front are kept burning and thus influence the next time 

period (see Vasconcelos and Guertin 1992 for details) . 
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Figure 13 - FIREMAP generates all weather related overlays 
and creates the maps with the distributed values of rate of 
spread (ROS) units, fireline intensity(FLI) units, and 
direction of maximum spread (DMS) in degrees clockwise from 
uphill. 

----_._-_. - -----
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The application described in Vasconcelos (1988), and 

Vasconcelos and Guertin (1992) showed that, despite the 

adequacy of GIS as a spatio-temporal data base management 

system, there are important limitations to the 

implementation of dynamic models in a GIS environment. The 

main problems relate to the lack of flexibility of GIS 

spatial operators and to the discrete time nature of the 

simulations. These limitations impose the above-mentioned 

assumptions of a single rate of spread value associated with 

each cell and constancy of spread direction during each time 

interval. Additional limitations are related to difficulty 

of using operators applicable only to individual grid cells, 

and to the lack of flexible rule-based operators. 

To overcome limitations of the SPREAD function in 

simulations of fire spread, Ball (1990) and Ball and Guertin 

(1992) present a set of algorithms designed to implement 

discrete time fire spread simulation in cellular spaces. 

These algorithms programmed in C, constitute the PROMAP 

program. 



6.3 DEVS-GIS model for simulating fire growth in 

heterogeneous environments. 

6.3.1. Conceptualization. 
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For simulation of fire growth in a cellular space, one 

can envision the placement of an atomic-model at each cell 

location. Thus there may be an array of spatially referenced 

atomic-models, corresponding to distributed processors in 

the raster map grid that use the values of ROS, DMS, and FLI 

previously computed in the GIS as discussed in page 77. The 

coupling of atomic-models in space can than be dynamically 

managed by an extra atomic-model, a controller (Figure 17). 

The conceptualization of the fire model starts by 

describing fire behavior in one homogeneous cell, and 

establishing the rules governing that behavior. Then, the 

interactions of a burning cell with its neighbors are 

considered. 

Once a cell is ignited by contagion, it burns until the 

fire has crossed the distance corresponding to that cell. 

Since the rate of fire spread for the considered weather 

scenario is known (through Rothermel's equation), one can 

calculate the time it takes to consume the cell, given a 

direction of spread. Thus, it is possible to generate the 

time segment, burning time corresponding to the state 

burning for each cell. Moreover, given an ignition cell, it 
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is possible to compute the time a fire takes to cross the 

boundaries of several consecutive cells, by generating a 

time advance function based on the rates of spread of those 

cells. The crossing of a boundary can then be envisioned as 

an internal event generated after the cell remained in phase 

burning from ignition-time to [ignition-time + burning

~]. 

If there is a wind shift while a cell is burning, the 

fire rate of spread and direction of maximum spread (DMS) 

change with it. This means that the burning cell now burns 

at a different rate, and thus the remainder of the burnable 

area takes a different time to consume than what had been 

initially calculated. The time a cell is in phase burning 

can be updated by computing the proportion of the cell 

burned before the wind shift based on the elapsed time and 

previous burning time. The time to burn can than be reset to 

the time it takes to consume the remainder of the cell at 

the new rate. This is the proportion left to burn multiplied 

by the burning time under the new conditions. 

The above description for fire in a cell, can be 

encoded in an atomic model CELL. A CELL may have the phases 

passive, burning, and burned with corresponding sigmas of 

infinite, burning-time, infinite. In order to represent 

fire spread it is necessary to specify how the directions of 

spread are coded in a grid space and how the varying burning 
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rates in the discretized landscape are linked to produce a 

coherent total burn. The eight rates of spread (for the 

eight primary directions:N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, and NW, of 

which one corresponds to the rate of maximum spread) are 

converted to burning time. Since the cell size is fixed and 

a given, it is trivial to compute the time a cell takes to 

get burned in each of the eight directions by dividing the 

cell linear size (meters) by the rate of spread in each 

direction. For directions of burn that correspond to the 

diagonal of a cell, the time calculated is multiplied by 1.4 

to account for a larger linear distance. 

6.3.2. Propagation rules 

The information regarding directions in a grid space is 

represented as shown in Figure 14. The set of numbers refer 

to the absolute position of the neighbors of any given cell. 

This scheme facilitates encoding of contagion directions. 

For example, if the cell is ignited by neighbor 7 the 

direction of the burn in this front is directed to the East 

and that defines the direction of contagion (to neighbor 3). 

The set of directions represented by letters are 

relative to DMS. Direction ~ always represents the direction 

of maximum spread, so if a cell is burning in direction ~ 

(to cell 2, NE in the example) it is burning at the maximum 
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rate and it is a head fire cell. Likewise, if it is burning 

to cell 5 it is burning at rate ~. We can envision the 

letters as representing classes of rates of spread where the 

letters always represent the spread rate corresponding to a 

fixed angle from DMS, which varies from cell to cell. 
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Figure 14 - Directions in a grid space are represented by 
considering the immediate neighborhood of a spreading cell. 
The cells numbered 1 to 8 represent the fixed directions to 
which a cell can spread. The letters represent relative 
directions and associated rates of spread. Direction a 
always corresponds to the direction of maximum spread and, 
if a cell is burning in that direction it is burning at its 
maximum rate. Conversely, a cell burning in direction e is 
burning at its slowest rate. The set of relative direction 
varies from cell to cell and is given by direction of 
maximum spread in degrees clockwise from uphill. 
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When the time for a cell to burn has elapsed, its 

neighbors can be ignited, and those that are not already 

burning will start burning at a rate dependent on the 

respective directions of contagion and direction of maximum 

spread. Each cell can set itself to burn at a rate and 

direction dependent on the information received from the 

igniting cell and on its own spread conditions. 

When ignition comes from a source cell burning at its 

maximum rate, and the direction of contagion matches the 

source's direction of maximum spread, then the igniting cell 

burns at the maximum rate. Additionally, the igniting cell 

is able to shift the direction of spread to its own 

direction of maximum spread, becoming a head fire cell. 

In all other cases, the igniting cell burns in the 

direction of contagion and it sets the rate of spread to the 

rate corresponding to that direction. Note that this is not 

necessarily the same rate class (a, b, c ... ) of the source, 

and that the selected rate may be the maximum rate in case 

the direction of contagion matches the igniting cell's DMS. 

Ignition rules are systematized below: 

1. Source cell burns at rate ~ 

1.1. The direction of contagion matches the 

source's DMS => set igniting cell to its rate ~ 

=> set direction of burn to 
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igniting cell's DMS 

1.2 The direction of contagion does not match the 

source's DMS => set igniting cell to rate 

corresponding to the direction of 

contagion 

=> set direction of burn to 

direction of contagion 

2. Source cell does not burn at rate ~ 

=> set igniting cell to rate 

corresponding to the direction of 

contagion 

=> set direction of burn to 

direction of contagion 

6.3.3. General model design 

This model of fire spread in a cellular space is 

designed so that for each cell of the landscape ~ap there 

may be a corresponding atomic-model CELL. Since this model 

uses the variable structure capabilities of DEVS-Scheme, 

only active, burning cells need to have a corresponding 

model CELL. When a new cell becomes ignited, a new model 

CELL is incorporated in the model's structure and loaded in 

memory, and when it burns out that model CELL is removed. 

The number of models CELL at each moment depends on the 
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position of the source CELLs, elapsed simulation time, and 

fire spread conditions. The set of CELLs, present at any 

time, is controlled by another atomic model CO-CELLS that 

manages the couplings for message passing from burning CELLs 

to neighboring ignitable CELLs at event times. These models 

are coupled to form a kernel model of the type controlled

models (Zeigler 1990). 

In the fire growth model, the models in the system 

entity structure (Figure 15) refer to cells in the raster 

GIS, corresponding to parcels of land. The system entity 

structure may generate a composition tree with any number of 

atomic-models CELL depending on the array size and 

simulation objectives. Figure 16 shows the box diagram and 

pseudo-code for the model CELL and ~igure 17 for the model 

CO-CELLS. 

The experimental frame (EF), shown in figure 18, is a 

coupled model with components TRANSD and GENERATOR. EF 

receives messages from CO-CELLS whenever a CELL of the map 

undergoes a state transition and TRANSD updates and displays 

the map with the new landscape state. The model GENR 

produces the times for weather updates and sends a message 

to CO-CELLS, which in turn passes it on to all map CELLs 

with the new values of spread rates and DMS (read from the 

GIS database) corresponding to updated weather conditions. 

Figure 19 shows a complete box diagram. 
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Figure 15 - The system entity structure (SES) for the fire 
growth model. This SES can be unfolded to generate several 
different models with different numbers and arrangement of 
components. The extension "dec" denotes a decomposition of 
an entity. The three vertical lines denote a multiple 
entity. 
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Figure 16 - The model CELL was designed to function in a 

grid where it receives and sends information from and to its 

immediate neighbors (a 3 x 3 window centered at each cell) 

through CO-CELLS. The pseudo-code and the box diagram show 

how the behavior of a cell (explained above) is formalized 

as an atomic-model. 



n eighbor_ CELL -
update .. -
end 

phase I sigma I cell-position 1 dinnax I diractual ---
time1 ...................... timeS 

PSEUDO-CODE 

STATE VARIABLES: phase, sigma, cell-position, dirmax, diractual 
time1, .... , timeS 

EXTERNAL TRANSITION FUNCTION: 
case port is neighbor 

parse content-value 

out 

sendit 

depending on cell-position, time?, and dinnax of the sending neighbor 
set sigma to one of pre-computed time1, or time2, or ... or timeS 
set phase to burning 

case port is update 
compute %Ieft-to-burn from elapsed time 
set dinnax to new dinnax 
set time1, .... timeS to new values 
set sigma to time? x %Ieft-to-burn 

case port is end 
passivate 

INTERNAL TRANSITION FUNCTION 
case phase is burning 

set phase to 'burned 
set sigma to 'infinity 

OUTPUT FUNCTION 
case phase is passive 

output on port 'sendit:cell-position 'ignited 
case phase is burning 

output on port 'out:cell-position 'curned 'time? dinnax 
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~end 
- CO-CELLS - -send-start -.. outout .§.end-map 
- update --
~ wind 

neighbor 

~l u 
end 

" 
cellout sendit 

Figure 17 - CO-CELLS is the coordinator of the grid, and 
undergoes an internal event as soon as the simulation 
starts. This internal event loads the values for ROS and DMS 
for all cells of the data base. This model is also 
responsible for loading and initializing new models CELL for 
newly ignited positions, and for removing those 
corresponding to burned-out cells. 
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EF 
outout stop end .. ... TRANSD - -- - - -

wind 
GENR - - -- - - end 

Figure 18 - The experimental frame is a coupled model with 
components TRANSD and GENR. TRANSD (stands for transducer) 
keeps track of the total simulation time and keeps and 
updates an internal representation of the state of the map 
that is displayed at event times. When TRANSD receives a 
message with a list of ignited cells in port out out , it 
lists those cells in a sublist. When it receives a message 
saying cell x is burned it takes that cell from the list of 
burning cells and puts it in the list of burned cells. At 
the end of the simulation, the model TRANSD sends a message 
to port stop saying "end". That message is sent to GENR and 
CO-CELLS and than to CELLS and the simulation stops. The 
model GENR generates the times of weather changes. When a 
weather change occurs, GENR sends a message to CO-CELLS that 
loads the maps with the new burn-times and DMS. 
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Figure 19 - Complete box diagram for the fire growth model 
in DEVS. 
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6.4.3. Model verification 

The results of an experiment performed to evaluate the 

behavior of the dynamic DEVS implementation are shown in 

figure 20 (a through d). There are 4 situations with known 

conditions of rate of spread, fuels and weather. The first 

corresponds to homogeneous conditions of weather and fuel, 

with no wind and no slope affecting fire spread. Each cell 

takes 1 minute to burn in all directions. The second 

corresponds to another homogeneous condition with constant 

wind and no slope, and the third includes a wind shift after 

230 minutes have elapsed since fire ignition. The last case 

corresponds to the fire spread obtained in a constant 

weather scenario and two distinct fuel types. The results 

show that under these conditions, DEVS produces the expected 

fire sizes, and shapes at the correct elapsed times. 

The ellipses obtained in the simulations shown in 

figure 20 b, c and d, do not correspond to double ellipses 

like those described by Anderson (1983). As discussed in 

Ball and Guertin (1992) this is to be expected because there 

is a restriction to eight directions of movement at 45 

degree angles. 

The results of the simulation shown in figure 20 c show 

that after the wind shift the cells that were previously in 

the right flank of the fire become the fire front. Even 

though the fire has a continuous front and thus there is no 
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loss of information related to its advancement, there are 

some cells that keep burning for longer than expected. These 

correspond to the darker fingers in the figure. The reason 

why this happens is related to the ignition rules, which 

assume that when a cell is already burning, new potential 

influencers do not affect it. Consequently, when there are 

two neighbors contagiating a cell the first contagion 

determines the spread conditions. Even though the other 

contagion might have determined maximum rate conditions 

those are not used because the cell is already burning. 



Homogeneous fuels and weather. 

No wind no slope. 
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Figure 20 (a)- Time to burn is one minute for all cells and 
in all directions of the compass. The source cell is marked 
in black, dark gray cells are those currently burning and 
light gray cells are the burned out cells. The shape 
resulting from this simulation is the raster representation 
of a circle and it corresponds to the area burned after 7.9 
minutes. The dimensions of the circle are'the expected 
dimensions for a fire in the referred conditions: there are 
7 burned out cells in the N,E,S,W directions and 5 in the 
diagonals. The 5 diagonal cells correspond to the same 
radius length on the ground as the 7 cells in the N,E,S,W 
directions (5*1.4=7). 
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Figure 20 (b)- Fire burning in homogeneous conditions with 
constant wind and no slope. The black cell is the source 
cell, dark gray cells are those currently burning and light 
gray cells are the burned out cells. The direction of 
maximum spread is to the east. The values a through h in the 
figure correspond to the times to burn in the 8 directions 
of the compass. After 40 minutes there are 13 burned out 
cells in the longer axis of the ellipse to the front of the 
source cell and 1 to the back. There are 2 burned out cells 
to each side of the source cell. Along the dashed line there 
are 11 burned out cells. 
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Homogeneous fuel. Constant slope and weather. 

lime=3 lime=9 

lime=26 lime=40 
Times to bum (min) in the eight directions of the compass : 
8=3 d=20 g= 14 
b=S e=30 h .. S 9 

h c=14 f=20 f 
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Figure 20 (c)- Fire burning in homogeneous fuel and no 
slope, with a weather change after 230 minutes. The black 
cell is the source cell, dark gray cells are those currently 
burning and light gray cells are the burned out cells. The 
direction of maximum spread before the wind shift is to the 
west after the wind shift it is to the northwest. The values 
of time to burn in the 8 directions of the compass 
correspond to the following conditions: 

-Before the wind shift: Fuel type 7, 1 hour, 10 hour 
and 100 hour fuel moistures of 2,3, and 4% respectively, 
live woody moisture of 100%, and midflame wind speed of 2 
m.p.h. 

-After the wind shift: Fuel type 7, 1 hour, 10 hour and 
100 hour fuel moistures of 4,5, and 6% respectively, live 
woody moisture of 100%, and midflame wind speed of 9 m.p.h. 
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Homogeneous fuel, weather change after 230 min. 

Time =102 Time .. 120 

Time =153 Time =221 
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Time =239.8 Time =253 

Time =259.4 Time .280.31 

Initial spread conditions: After the weather change: 
(time to bum in ninutesin each cell for the eight directions of the compass) 
a .. 17 b .. 34 c = 69 a = 4 b = 23 c '" 69 
d .. 104 e .. 112 f=104 d-104 e .. 120 f-104 
g .. 69 h .. 34 g .. 69 h .. 23 
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Figure 20 (d)- Fire burning in two different homogeneous 
fuels and constant weather. The gray isolated cell is the 
source cell, black cells are those currently burning and 
white cells are the burned out cells. The direction of 
maximum spread is to the north and the values of time to 
burn in the 8 directions of the compass are the same as 
those in the 20 (c) before the wind shift for the light gray 
fuel type and in 20 (b) for the dark gray fuel type. 
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Two homogeneous fuel types. Constant weather. 

Time =102 Time =153 

Time =159 Time =166 



Time -170 

Time -198 
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Time -179 

Times to bum (min) for the eight directions of the 
compass: 

Light grey fuel: Dark grey fuel: 
8-17 8-3 
b-34 b-5 
c-69 8 c-14 h 
d-104 b d-2O 
e -112 e-30 
f-104 g f-2O 
g-69 c g-14 
h-34 h-5 

e d 
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6.4. Application 

6.4.1. Site description. 

The data used to illustrate the concepts introduced 

above are from the Ivins Canyon fire, that took place in 

mid-June of 1988. Ivins Canyon is located in the Spotted 

Mountain, White Mountains range, in east-central Arizona. 

Site elevation ranges from 1700 to 2100 m., the dominant 

exposures are to the East, Northeast, and Southwest, and the 

slopes are generally steep. 

There are three main vegetation cover types in the 

Ivins Canyon area: pine stands (Pinus ponderosa) with 

variable crown and understory densities; pine-Douglas fir 

stands (Pinus ponderosa-Pseudotsuga mensiezii); and pinyon

juniper (Pinus edillis-Juniperus sp.). The area is under 

commercial timber management and had been harvested shortly 

before the fire. Light, sparse slash was left on the ground. 

Pine stand understory is mainly of two types: open, with 

scattered shrubs and a relatively uniform litter layer of 

pine needles; and brush with Gambel oak (Quercus gambe1ii ), 

in low quality pine stands, where the crown density of pine 

is barely above 10%. In the pine-Douglas fir stands there is 

a compact layer of short needles and twigs, and new growth 

is primarily Douglas fir. 
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6.4.2. The GIS database. 

The GIS database for the Ivins Canyon fire is described 

in Vasconcelos (1988) and in Vasconcelos and Guertin (1992). 

Briefly, it consists of the following digitized overlays: 

topography, stream channels, timber type, harvested areas, 

and fire contours, for an area of nine square miles at a 

scale of 1:12000. The digitized vector files were rasterized 

to a grid of 75 rows by 76 columns, with a cell size of 1 

acre on the ground (208 ft x 208 ft). 

Weather data for the variables of air temperature, 

relative humidity, wind speed and wind direction gathered at 

the fire camp, were used to generate a set of weather

related map overlays. These were input into the FIREMAP 

system, together with topography and vegetation data 

overlays, for calculation of the fire ROS, DMS, and FLI 

(Vasconcelos and Guertin 1992). 

It should be noted that the weather information was 

gathered in a standard procedure designed to collect support 

information for fire fighting. The data was not collected 

with this kind of study in mind, and some adjustments had to 

be made to use it in the simulations. The weather data was 

not available with one hour periodicity. There were 

measurements taken with both shorter time intervals and 

larger time intervals. Consequently, averages of the 
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prevailing weather conditions within each hour were used in 

the simulation. 

6.4.3. Simulation and results 

The simulation of the Ivins Canyon fire is done for a 

period of four hours, in June 11, 1988 from 15:00 to 19:00 

pm. The weather data is updated hourly and new sets of ROS, 

FLI, and DMS are computed hourly. The data available 

corresponds to a portion of the total fire that burned from 

June 10 to June 12. Consequently, the initial conditions of 

the simulation are not ideal because instead of having a 

source point in unburnt fuels, there is a large polygon 

already burned and a fireline whose length is not precisely 

known. The simulations start from a source line that 

corresponds to a portion of the perimeter of the previously 

burned polygon (from 13:00 to 15:00 pm) lying in the 

direction of fire spread, and away from the burned area. 

Another limitation of this study relates to the manner 

in which the areas already burned are handled. Since the 

simulations start with a source line that is considered the 

fire front, it has been decided that the area lying behind 

it (burned area to the South) should be excluded from the 

simulation. This results in the blocky appearance of the 

simulations at the bottom of the simulated burned area. 

Additionally, there is the limitation of not having fire 
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contours for comparison of the simulated fire progression 

with real fire progression. There is only one contour 

corresponding to the total area burned in the four hour 

period. 

Figure 21 shows fire growth in a cell space. It 

corresponds to the beginning of the simulation and 

illustrates the continuous time nature of the spread 

process, showing ignition times, burning and burned out 

cells. Figure 22 shows the predicted position of the fire 

perimeter at the end of the first, second, third, and fourth 

hour. The outline of the actual burned area in the total 

four hour period is drawn in the background for easier 

comparison of real and simulated behavior. The comparison of 

predicted versus burned areas is shown in Figure 23. 

The results show that the simulated and the real fire 

have a similar overall shape, and that in the early stages 

the simulated fire closely follows the path of the real 

fire. However, at the end of the simulation time there is a 

marked overprediction of burned area near the source of the 

fire. 
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Figure 21- Illustration of how fire spread progresses at 
the beginning of the simulation. Cell state transitions 
times are not synchronized, nor do they happen at regular 
time intervals. A cell can ignite at any time in a 
continuous time base. Dark grey represents burning cells, 
white represents burned out cells, light gray is the study 
area, and black is the fire source cells. North is up. 
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Figure 22- Simulation results after one, two, three, and 
four hours. Dark grey represents burning cells, white 
represents burned out cells, light gray is the study area, 
and black is the fire source cells. 
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Time = 60 

Time = 120 
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Time =240 
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Figure 23 - Comparison of predicted and actual burned areas. 
Light grey represents correct prediction of burned cells. 
Dark gray represents overerpredictions, black represents 
underpredictions, and white is the study area background. 
Black cells in the base of the fire are the source cells. 
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6.5. Discussion 

The results available are still limited. However, they 

indicate that the DEVS model may be used to realisticaly 

simulate fire growth. The problems found In many earlier GIS 

based simulations of fire spread, related to the lack of 

flexibility of the operators and to the discrete time nature 

of the simulations, are overcome. 

The DEVS model provides the flexibility for using 

several rates of spread in the same cell. Under a constant 

weather scenario, a cell may burn at different rates and to 

different directions depending on its position relative to 

the spreading fire. Additionally, each cell may burn in a 

direction that is different from that of its neighbors. A 

DEVS-GIS environment also will facilitate linkage with 

models for other dynamic processes relevant for fire growth 

modeling, such as models for surface winds over mountainous 

terrain. 

Since the DEVS model uses a continuous time base, there 

is no need to use discrete time steps. Thus, instead of 

displaying maps of burned areas at fixed time intervals that 

show the patch of cells burned during that time step, maps 

are displayed at event times without loss of information on 

when the cells become ignited. Simulations with discrete 

time bases result in loss of information or in unnecessary 

computation steps (or both). For example, at the end of a 



time step there may be cells almost totally burned that 

become displayed only at the end of the next time step. 
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The overpredictions near the source of the fire may be 

related to the failure to incorporate a procedure to 

extinguish cells. Even though the cells that burn out in 

reality may correspond to low rates of spread in the model, 

they still keep the ability of igniting their neighbors. The 

neighbors may in turn, burn well and propagate the fire 

through a path that in reality terminates in a burned cell. 

Currently, the fire model assumes that all the 

boundaries of a cell are reached simultaneously, and thus 

there may be errors associated with the fact that all 

neighbors of a burning cell get ignited simultaneously. An 

approach to contagion including different ignition times for 

the different neighbors of a burning cell may be easily 

implemented. One can calculate the different times a cell 

takes to reach each of its boundaries based on knowledge of 

the burning direction and rates of spread. Thus, the model 

cell can have events scheduled at the times of contagion in 

the faster directions and reduce the respective elapsed 

times from the time of the slow€~ direction. The cell is 

considered as burned out when the last boundary is reached. 

This approach may be best suited in lower resolution data 

bases with large cells, and loose significance as resolution 

increases. 
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There are possible sources of error that are not 

related to the dynamics of fire growth, originating in data 

collection and in the ROS, DMS and FLI predictions by 

Rothermel's equation. The accuracy of these calculations 

does not depend on the DEVS dynamic specifications but on 

data adequacy and quality and on the performance of 

Rothermel's fire behavior prediction model, on which DEVS 

calculations depend. We will have to be able to separate the 

performance of the dynamic implementation in DEVS, from the 

calculation of ROS, DMS and FLI values, in order to fully 

appreciate the capabilities of DEVS-GIS for spatial dynamic 

modeling purposes. 

In a future version of this model, code will be 

modified to let the cells themselves calculate the new rates 

of spread and DMS given the weather conditions (topography 

and vegetation are parameters in each cell model). This 

implies that the model CELL will incorporate the rate of 

spread equation encoded in its transition functions. This 

encoding is simple and avoids computation of large arrays of 

rates of spread values because each cell can calculate its 

rates of spread only when activated by an ignition event. 

The next step in this line of work consists of comparing 

DEVS-GIS simulations with two real, large fires in Portugal, 

for which there are complete topography, fuels and weather 

data sets, ignition points, and burned area maps. 
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7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The landscape model described in section 5 and the fire 

spread model in section 6, illustrate how discrete event 

hierarchical modular models in DEVS-Scheme have important 

advantages over traditional mathematical representations for 

spatial dynamic modeling in GIS. Like cellular automata, 

DEVS-Scheme models can demonstrate the dynamic relationship 

between localized events and the structure and behavior of 

the global system. However, DEVS-Scheme models do not have 

the important theoretical limitation found in cellular 

automata, of assuming that higher level phenomena arise 

entirely from the interactions between lower level 

components. DEVS-Scheme models are based on general systems 

theory (Zeigler, 1976, 1984, 1990) and can relate processes 

occurring at several spatio-temporal hierarchical levels. 

Hierarchical representations are not limited to the nested 

hierarchical types and the different components of a system 

can be represented with different levels of detail. 

The first case study shows that discrete event 

representations in DEVS-Scheme and GIS, are effective models 

of systems with components operating at various orders of 

magnitude in time and space. The second case study 

illustrates how DEVS-Scheme can be used to implement models 
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that include complex spatial interactions. As discussed, and 

partially illustrated, in addition to flexibility of model 

design, DEVS-Scheme provides a formalism that can represent 

stand-alone dynamic entities. These capabilities are coupled 

with an explicit structural representation of modular obje~t 

arrangement, that is spatially referenced in the GIS, and 

translated to interaction-ports in the simulations. GIS 

supply the spatial data base management and display 

capabilities that support DEVS-Scheme representations. 

Together they constitute a powerful simulation environment 

that may help overcome some of the limitations encountered 

when attempting to simulate complex system behavior with 

traditional modeling techniques alone. 

Contrary to cellular automata, DEVS-Scheme models do 

not have to have a fixed number of components corresponding 

to all cells of a given spatial grid, nor do they require 

that space be represented in a cellular form. In fact, any 

type of spatial entity with known topology, be it a cell, an 

irregular polygon, a line or a point, can have a 

corresponding model in the DEVS-Scheme environment. Such 

components can then be coherently coupled to form higher 

level entities based on process knowledge and topological 

knowledge. 

Object-oriented approaches to simulation can result in 

a reduction of mathematical and statistical abstractions of 
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the real system. The modeler can create abstract class types 

and manipulate their internal attributes and methods without 

becoming lost in programming procedures (Sequeira et al. 

1991). DEVS-Scheme models permit any desired synthesis of 

numerical and non-numerical data, with transition rules that 

may be anything from the conventional algebraic functions to 

expressions in non-conventional logics (Couclelis 1987). 

Additionally, transition times do not have to be fixed by 

model design nor do they have to be synchronized for all 

model components (see discussions in sections 5.6. and 6.5) . 

This is another aspect that makes DEVS-Scheme and GIS 

appropriate for representing complex spatio-temporal 

interactions that may characterize the different 

hierarchical levels in a spatial dynamic model. 

Variable structure is a very important asset when 

simulating dynamic processes in GIS because it avoids the 

need to carry large arrays of processing units in memory 

simultaneously. The fire model illustrates this aspect, 

showing that through appropriate representations, one is 

able to simulate dynamic processes in GIS in a manner 

equivalent to parallel processing. Moreover, this is 

achieved by using comparatively small computers (PCs or 

workstations) . 

Modular dynamic representations and variable structure 

capabilities, help overcome some of the difficulties faced 
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by traditional simulation techniques when dealing with 

entity replication, and structural evolution (Rosen 1991; 

Casti 1989; Allen 1988; Hogeweg and Hesper 1986). Landscape 

responses to events of variable magnitude (in the first case 

study y area) can be simulated by modeling the behavior of 

distributed lower level landscape entities, integrated in a 

hierarchical structure that can accept inputs at several 

levels of abstraction simultaneously. 

It is suggested that the approach used in this 

dissertation may be suitable for simulations of landscape 

dynamics across spatio-temporal scales since it: 

- supports simulation of spatially distributed 

dynamic processes in GIS, 

- uses a continuous time base, 

- allows simultaneous simulations at several levels of 

organization (e.g species, patch, and landscape), 

- maintains spatial referencing of all entities at the 

several resolution levels, and events continuously, 

- supports variable hierarchical structure, 

- can make intelligent decisions on changing system's 

structure, and 

can use, but it is not limited to (Wang and Zeigler 

1993), low end computers. 

Future developments of the proposed approach may 

include: 



- Expanded ability for including large number of 

models in memory, 

- Improved, more flexible variable structure 

capabilities, 

A user interface for easier use by ecological 

modelers in general, 

- More efficient interface of DEVS with several GIS 

types, and 
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- Application to studies that explore DEVS capability 

of incorporating several representation types in the 

same model, with integration of operations from 

exclusively rule based, to those based on 

differential equations that describe physical 

processes. 
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APPENDIX 

Scheme Code 



""" t"""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, t, t'"'''' t'"""""""""", 

; Species Model - Contains the definitions of the species components of a 
patch. 

"",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, """""""""""",,,,, t'''''''''' t, t"'''''' t"" 

; Each species is classified according to its vital attributes: 

* Means of arrival (S, C, or D in this case) 
* Establishment characteristics (lor T in this case) 
* Time to reach critica1life phases 

LIFE-STAGES TIME (years) 
o 10 30 70 400 500 

Acacia (SI) 
Euca1y (CI) 
Nothof(CI) 
Anther (DT) 

---------m----------------I---------------eJe 
m --------------------------------I,eJe 

m -----------------------------I,eJe 
------------------m-----------------------------------l,eJe 

""""""""t",','""""""""""""""",""ttt""""""""'" 

""""" Model definition for ACACIA ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

(make-pair atomic-models 'acacia) 

(send acacia def-state 

) 

'( name 
m 
I 
eJe 
temp 
clock 
proc-number 
) 

(define (initi-acacia m) 
(make-state 'sigma 

'phase 
'name 
'm 
'I 
'eJe 
'temp 

10 
'juvenile 
'acacia 

10 
60 
330 
'none 
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'clock 0 
'proc-number 1 

) 
) 

(send acacia set-s (make-state 'sigma 10 
'phase 'juvenile 
'name 'acacia 
'm 10 
'1 60 
'ex 330 
'temp 'none 
'clock 0 
'proc-number 1 

) 

) 

(define (ext-f sex) 
(case (content-port x) 

«fIre) 
(case (car (content-value x) ) 

«fife) 
(if (member (state-proc-number s) (cadr (content-value x) » 

(if (not (equal? (state-phase s) 'passive» 
(begin 

(set-state-temp! s (state-phase s) ) 
(set-state-clock! s (- (state-sigma s) e) ) 
(hold-in 'send 0) 

) 
(begin 
(set-state-temp! s 'passive) 
(set-state-clock! s 'int) 
(hold-in 'no-new 0) 
) 

);if 
);if 

);fue 

«end) 
(passivate) 

) 
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(else 
(if (not (atom? (content-value x») 

) 
) 

);else 

(if (member (state-name s) (content-value x» 
(begin 

) 

(set-state-proc-number! s (car (content-value x))) 
(set-state-phase! s 'juvenile) 
(set-state-sigma! s (state-m s» 

);case content-value 
);fIre 

);case content-port 
);define 

(defIne (int-f s) 

) 

(case (state-phase s) 

) 

«send) (hold-in (state-temp s) (state-clock s))) 
«no-new) (hold-in (state-temp s) (state-clock s») 
(Guvenile) (hold-in 'mature (state-l s))) 
«mature) (hold-in 'propagule (state-ex s))) 
«propagule) (passivate» 

(define (out-f s) 
(case (state-phase s) 

«juvenile) 
(make-content 'port 'out 'value (list (state-name s) 'mature 2» 

) 
«mature) 

(make-content 'port 'out 'value (list (state-name s) 'longevity 2» 
) 
( (propagule) 

(make-content 'port 'out 'value (list 'extinct (state-name s) 2» 
) 
«send) 

(make-content 'port 'send 'value (state-name s) ) 
) 
«no-new) 

(make-content 'port 'out 'value 'no-new) 
) 

--- ---- - ----------
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(else (make-content» 
) 

) 

(send acacia set-ext-transfn ext-f) 
(send acacia set-int-transfn int-f) 
(send acacia set-outputfn out-f) 
(send acacia set-init-fn initi-acacia) 

",,,,,,,,,,,,tt,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, t,'"''""',,,,''''''''''' .. .. .. 
" 

CON T R 0 L FOR PATCHES (SPES) 
.. .. 
""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, tt"",""",,,,,""""'" 
;; This is the code for a coordinator that monitors the states 
;; of all processors and cells in the data base: 
;; - Receives list ofbumed cells in port fIre 
;; - Transmits fIre occurrence to port fIre of 
;; processors corresponding to the burned cells. 
;; - Transmits fIre ocurrence to port fIre of 
;; of burned cells' neighbors and receives propagules 
;; in list Propagules. 
;; - Initiates new processors with viable species in 
;; burned cells and species in list Propagules 

" 
""tt""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""'" 

;;;;;;;; make a pair for the processor and its simulator 
(make-pair atomic-models 'control) 

;;;;;;;; set up additional variables 
(send control def-state 

) 
) 

'(burned-list 
proc-list 
neighborhood-list 
send-fIre 
rows 
columns 
new-codes 
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(defme (init-cont m) 

) 

(make-state 'sigma 'inf 
'phase 'passive 
'burned-list '() 
'proc-list '() 
'neighborhood-list '() 
'send-fIre '() 

) 

'rows 10 
'columns 10 
'new-codes '() 

;;;;;;;; initialize variables 
(send control set-s 

) 

(make-state 'sigma 'inf 
'phase 'passive 
'burned-list '() 
'proc-list '() 
'neighborhood-list '() 
'send-fIre '0 

) 

'rows 10 
'columns 10 
'new-codes '() 

;;;;;;;; define the external transition function 
(define (ex-f sex) 
(case (content-port x) 

«extint) 

) 

(set-state-new-codes! s (cons (list (content-value x» (state-proc-list s) » 
(hold-in 'map-update 0) 
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;;;; port fire receives the list of burned cells for wich a new PATCH model has to be 
;;;; initialized. The cells in the burned list have to be removed form the association 
;;;; they had with a processor PATCH and be reassociated with the new PATCH model 
;;;; just initialized 



«fIre) 
(case (content-value x) 

«end) 
(hold-in 'END 0) 

) 
(else 
(set-state-proc-list! s '(» 
(set-state-neighborhood-list! s '0 ) 
(set-state-burned-list! s (car (content-value x») ;; list of burned cells 
(set-state-proc-list! s (cdr (content-value x») ;; list of procesors and 

;; cells assoc. prior to the fire 

;; First fInd neighbor cells of the burned cells and list them 
(set-state-neighboothood-list! s (get-neighbors 

(state-burned-list s) (state-neighborhood-list s») 

;;;; Then fmd their corresponding processors - SPES -
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(set-state-send-fire s (whatprocs (state-neighboorhood-list s) (state-proc-list s) » 
;;;; update processor lists, re-allocate cells to SPES 
(set-state-proc-list! s (updateprocs (state-proc-list s) (state-burned-list s) » 

(hold-in 'update 0) 
);case else -not end -

);case content-value 
);fire 

;;;; Receives a list of the species to include in the new patch 
«newpatch) 

(set-state-new-codes! s (cons (state-proc-list s) (list (content-value x» » 
(hold-in 'map-update 0) 

);newpatch 
);case 

);defme 

;;;;;;;; defIne the internal transition function 
(defIne (in-f s) 

(case (state-phase s) 
«update) 

(set-state-send-fIre! s '(» 
(passivate) 



» 

) 
«map-update) 

(set-state-new-codes! s '()) 
(passivate) 

) 
«end) 

(passivate) 
) 

........ defme the output function 
"""" (define (out-f s) 

(case (state-phase s) 
«end) 

(make-content 'port 'flfeout 'value 'end) 
) 
«update) 
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(make-content 'port 'flfeout 'value (list (length (state-proc-list s» (state-send-fire s) ) ) 
) 
«map-update) 

(make-content 'port 'file out 'value (state-new-codes s» 
) 
(else 

(make-content) 
) 

);case 
);define 

;;;;;;;; assignment to the model 
(send control set-ext-transfn ex-f) 
(send control set-int-transfn in-f) 
(send control set-outputfn out-f) 
(send control set-init-fn init-cont) 

;;;;;;;; List of procedures written for this code: 
"'''''' - get-neighbors - Two arguments. Finds the neighborhood of a patch 
"'''''' - whatprocs - Finds the processors associated with the cells of that neighborhood 
"""" - updateprocs - updated the processors list 



"""""""""""""""""""""""", t""" t"""""""""""""""""", tt""""""""" """""""" 
;; Transducer tran.rn;;;;;;;; 

""", ""'t"" """"" "tt 

; Transducer designed to write new map files when there are 
; significant changes of state in the landscape. When a new patch 
; is formed it will follow the development stages of that 
; patch until another patch is formed by a new fire. 
; The transducer also controls the simulation total time 
; and stops the process when the stipulated time is reached. 

(make-pair atomic-models 'tran) 

(send tran def-state '(clock 
temp-sigma 
fIres 
burned-list 

;; Local clock 
.. .. 
;; Time of fIre occurrences in 

) 

map-list-and-codes 
proc-list 
new-patch 

code 

code-ch 

rows 
cols 
) 

;; receives list of juvenile 
;; species in a new patch 
;; code number for a newly 
;; generated patch 

;; change of code in a processor 
;; because one of its species got extinct 

(defme (init-tran m) (make-state 
'sigma 550 
'temp-sigma 0 
'phase 'active 
'clock 0 
'fires '0 
'burned-list '0 
'map-list-and-codes '0 
'proc-list '0 
'new-patch '(Antherosperma) 
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) 
) 

'code 0 
'code-ch 0 
'rows 0 
'cols 0 

(send tran set-s (make-state 
'sigma 550 
'temp-sigma 0 

) ) 

'phase 'active 
'clock 0 
'fires '0 
'burned-list '0 
'map-list-and-codes '0 
'proc-list '0 
'new-patch '(Antherosperma) 
'code 0 
'code-ch 0 
'rows 0 
'cols 0 

;; external transition function takes care of recording the 
;; new landscape states 

(defIne (ext-t sex) 
(set-state-clock! s (+ (state-clock s) e» 
(case (content-port x) 

«fIre) 
(set-state-burned-list! s (content-value x» 
(set-state-fIres! s (cons (state-clock s) (state-fIres s») 
(set-state-temp-sigma! s (- (state-sigma s) e» 
(hold-in 'fIre 0) 

) 
«filein) 

(if (and (not (integer? (car (content-value x») ) 
(integer? (caadr (content-value x» ) ) 

;;;;;;;;;;; expects list of the form ( (1 (23 4 6) 2) (3 (1 2 3 4) 10) ) 
(begin 

(set-state-proc-list! s (cdr (content-value x}» 
(set-state-code-ch! s (car (content-value x)}) 
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2» 
4» 

(set-state-new-patch! s '(antherosperma» 
(set-map-list-and-codes! s (updatemap (state-map-list-and-codes s) 

(state-code s) 
(state-proc-list s) 

) ) 

);begin 

(begin 
(set-state-new-patch! s (car (last-pair (content-value x))) ) 
(set-state-proc-list! s (car (content-value x» ) 
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(set-state-new-patch! s (fmdnewcells (state-new-patch s) (state-procs-list s))) 

;;;;;;;;;;; CODE FOR THE NEWLY GENERATED PATCH ;;;;;;; 
(if (equal? (length (state-new-patch s» 4) 

(set-state-code! s 1) 
(if (equal? (length (state-new-patch s» 3) 

(begin 
(if (not (member 'acacia (state-new-patch s» ) (set-state-code! s 3» 
(if (not (member 'eucalyptus (state-new-patch s» ) (set-state-code! s 

(if (not (member 'nothofagus (state-new-patch s» ) (set-state-code! s 

) 
(if (equal? (length (state-new-patch s» 2) 

);if 

(begin 
(if (member 'acacia (state-new-patch s» (set-state-code! s 6» 
(if (member 'eucalyptus (state-new-patch s» (set-state-code! s 5» 
(if (member 'nothofagus (state-new-patch s» (set-state-code! s 7» 

) 
(set-state-code! s 8) 

);if 

);if 

,,, "'" t"t, U" "",,,,,,,, "" '"'' """ t"", 
(set-state-map-list-and-codes! s (updatemap (state-map-list-and-codes s) 

(state-code s) 

);begin 
);if 

(state-proc-list s) » 

(set-state-temp-sigma! s (- (state-sigma s) e » 
(hold-in 'file 0) 
);filein 



);case 
) 

(deflne (int-t s) 
(case (state-phase s) 

«active) 
(passivate» 

«fIre) 
(set-state-phase! s 'active) 
(set-state-sigma! s (- 550 (state-clock s») 

) 
«fIle) 

) 

» 

(set-state-code-ch! s 0) 
(set-state-phase! s 'active) 
(set-state-sigma! s (- 550 (state-clock s») 

(defIne (out-t s) 
(case (state-phase s) 
«fIle) 

(GRASS-WRITE (state-map-list-and-codes s) (state-clock s) 
(state-rows s) (state-cols s» 

(make-content) 
);fIle 

«active) 
(let ( 

(log-fIle (open-output-flle "fIres"» 
) 
(newline log-fIle) 
(display "Fire occurrences list: "log-fIle) 
(display (state-fIres s) log-rue) 
(newline log-rue) 
(close-output-port log-flle) 
(make-content 'port 'out 'value 'end) 

) ;;let 
) ""active 
" 

«fIre) 
(make-content 'port 'frreout 'value (cons (state-burned-list s) (state-proc-list s») 

) 
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(else (make-content» 
» 

(send tran set-ext-transfn ext-t) 
(send tran set-int-transfn int-t) 
(send tran set-outputfn out-t) 
(send tran set-init-fn init-tran) 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; List of procedures written for this code 
............... - updatemap - Three arguments, it updates state-map-list 
""'" '" "'" 
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; - fmdnewcells - Two arguments, it finds the cells associated with the new open 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; space, removes their association with the old patches and 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; creates a new list of cells representing the new patch 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; - GRASS-WRITE - Four arguments, writes and displays maps at event times 

"",,,,, """"""""""'"'''' t, t""",,,,,,,,,,, "'''' 'ft""" "t'"'''''''''''''''''''' ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,, '"'' t'", , 
;; Cell model i\)r cell spread 
.. .. .. .. --------- one of these can be loaded for 

every cell of the GIS data base 
""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, t""""""",,,,,,,,,,,, """",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, """"",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

;; create 
(make-pair atomic-models 'cell) 

; additional variables 
(send cell def-state '(rows 

cols 
name 
cell-position 
time1 ;; value read from time11 
time2 ;; time12 
time3 ;; time 13 
time4 ;; time 14 
timeS ;; timelS 
time6 ;; tirne16 
time7 ;; timel7 
time8 ;; time18 
dirmax ;; value read from dirmaxl 
old-dir 
source-neighbor 
diractual 



) 

burn-time 
temp 
update-time 
temp-phase 
temp-sigma 
) 

; initialization 
(define (initi-f m) 

(make-state 'sigma 
'phase 
'rows 
'cols 

100000 
'passive 
75 

76 

) ) 

'name 
'cell-position 
'timel 
'time2 
'time3 
'time4 
'time5 
'time6 
'time7 
'time8 
'dirmax 
'old-dir 

'cell 
2 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
2 

'0 
'source-neighbor 0 
'diractual '(a 1) 
'burn-time 0 
'temp '0 
'temp-phase 'passive 
'temp-sigma 0 

(send cell set-s (make-state 'sigma 100000 
'phase 'passive 
'rows 75 
'cols 76 
'name 'cell 
'cell-position 2 
'time 1 1 
'time2 2 
'time3 3 
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'time4 4 
'time5 5 
'time6 6 
'time7 7 
'time8 8 
'dirmax 2 
'old-dUr 'C) 
'source-neighbor 0 
'diractual '(a 1) 
'burn-time 0 
'temp '0 
'temp-phase 'passive 
'temp-sigma 0 

) ) 

;;; External Transition Function 
(defme (ext-f sex) 

(case (content-port x) 
«start) 

) 

(set-state-cell-position! s (initi.alize-this-cell 
(car (content-value x» (state-name s) ) ) 

(set-state-temp! s (list-ref (cadr (content-value x» 
(- (state-cell-position s) 1») 

(set-state-time1! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 0» 
(set-state-time2! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 1) ) 
(set-state-time3! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 2) ) 
(set-state-time4! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 3) ) 
(set-state-time5! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 4) ) 
(set-state-time6! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 5) ) 
(set-state-time7! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 6) ) 
(set-state-time8! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 7) ) 
(set-state-dirmax! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 8) ) 
(passivate) 

«ignite) 
(case (state-phase s) 
«passive) 
;;; set source neighbor 1 to 8 
(set-state-source-neighbor! s (set-source-neig-1 t08 

(state-cell-position s) 
(cadr (content-value x» 
(state-cols s) 
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) 

;;; fmd the direction of contagion for later fmding the 
;;; direction of spread in this cell (diractual). 
;;; Car of value indicates the rate at which the source 
;;; cell was burning and the cdr the direction of the 
;;; contagion. List of the form (relative rate, 
;;; direction of contagion, source absolute dirmax) 

(set-state-old-dir! s 
(list 

) 

(car (content-value x» 
(add-neigh-simbolic (state-source-neighbor s) 4) 
(caddr (content-value x) ) 
) 

(if (and 
(equal? (car (state-old-dir s» 'a) 
(equal? (caddr (state-old-dir s» (cadr (state-old-dir s))) 
;;; case neighbor burned at "a" and this cell is in 
;;; its direction of maximum spread 

) 
(begin 

(set-state-burn-time! s (state-time! s» 
(set-state-diractual! s (list 'a (state-dirmax s) 

(state-dirmax s) ) ) 
) 
(begin 
(set-state-burn-time! s (car (find-dir-and-time 

(state-old-dir s) 
(state-dirmax s) 
(state-time! s) 
(state·time2 s) 
(state-time3 s) 
(state-time4 s) 
(state-time5 s) 
(state-time6 s) 
(state-time7 s) 
(state-time8 s») ) 

(set-state-diractual! s (cadr (fmd-dir-and-time 
(state-oid-dir s) 
(state-dirmax s) 
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) 
);if 

(state-time 1 s) 
(state-time2 s) 
(state-time3 s) 
(state-time4 s) 
(state-time5 s) 
(state-time6 s) 
(state-time7 s) 
(state-time8 s) ») 

(hold-in 'ignite 0) 
);passive 
);case phase 
); ignite 

«update) ;;;;;; when there is a wind shift 
(case (state-phase s) 

«passive) 
(set-state-temp! s (list-ref (content-value x) 

(- (state-ceIl-position s) 1» ) 
(set-state-timel! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 0) ) 
(set-state-time2! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 1) ) 
(set-state-time3! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 2) ) 
(set-state-time4! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 3) ) 
(set-state-time5! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 4) ) 
(set-state-time6! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 5) ) 
(set-state-time7! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 6) ) 
(set-state-time8! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 7) ) 
(set-state-dirmax! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 8) ) 
(hold-in 'start 0) 
) 

«burning) 

;;;; New timex and (state-dirmax s) values are set by control 
;;;; control is responsible for getting the new 
;;;; map of burning times and directions. 
;;;; In a more rigorous representation of this 
;;;; problem, these values may be computed in each cell 
;;;; based on the no-wind, no slope ROS and on the 
;;;; vector calculations associated with the wind and 
;;;; slope state-parameters 
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""""""""""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, , 

(set-state-temp! s (list-ref (content-value x) 
(- (state-cell-position s) 1» ) 

(set-state-time1! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 0) ) 
(set-state-time2! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 1) ) 
(set-state-time3! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 2) ) 
(set-state-time4! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 3) ) 
(set-state-time5! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 4) ) 
(set-state-time6! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 5) ) 
(set-state-time7! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 6) ) 
(set-state-time8! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 7) ) 
(set-state-dirmax! s (list-ref (state-temp s) 8) ) 
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;;; update burn time by computing % left to burn and multiplying by the new time to burn 

(set-state-bum-time! s 
(update-bum-time (state-old-dir s) 

(eval (state-sigma s» e (state-time1 s) 
(state-time2 s)(state-time3 s) (state-time4 s) 
(state-time5 s)(state-time6 s) (state-time7 s) 
(state-time8 s) 

) ) 

;;; correction for cells burning in the diagonal 

(case (cadr (state-diractual s» 
«2468) 
(hold-in 'burning (* (state-burn-time s) 1.4) ) 

) 
(else 
(hold-in 'burning (state-bum-time s» 

) 
) 

);burning 
);case phase 

) ; case update 
«end) 

(passivate) 
) 

); case content-port 
);define 



;; internal transition function 

(define (int-f s) 
(case (state-phase s) 

«start) 
(passivate) 

) 
«ignite) 
(if (equal? (state-bum-time s) 0) 

(set-state-bum-time! s 1) 
) 
(case (cadr (state-diractual s» 

) 

«2468) 
(hold-in 'burning (* (state-bum-time s) 1.4» 
) 
(else 
(hold-in 'burning (state-bum-time s» 

) 

) 
«burning) 

) 

(set-state-phase! s 'bumed) 
(set-state-sigma! s 'int) 

) 
);define 

;; output function 

(define (out-f s) 
(case (state-phase s) 

«ignite) 
(make-content 'port 'sendit 'value (state-ceIl-position s» 

) 
«burning) 
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(make-content 'port 'out 'value (list (car (state-diractual s» (state-ceIl-position s) 
(caddr (state-diractual s) ) (state-dirmax s) ) ) 

) 
(else 

(make-content) 
) ) ) 



;; connect the definitions of functions 
(send cell set-int-transfn int-f) 
(send cell set-ext-transfn ext-t) 
(send cell set-outputfn out-f) 
(send cell set-init-fn initi-f) 

;;; List of procedures written to use in this code: 
'" initialize-this-cell- Two arguments. It initializes the model 
'" CELL just loaded in memory 
'" set-source-neig-lt08 - Three arguments. It sets the source 
'" neighbor to a value from 1 to 8 based on 
'" knowledge of the position on the grid of 
'" both the source cell and the igniting cell. 
'" add-neigh-simbolic - Two arguments. Symbolic sum to fmd direction 
'" of contagion. 
'" find-dir-and-time - Ten arguments. Finds the correct direction of 
'" spread and selects the rate of spread from the 

'" 
8 available values. 
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""""" t"""""""", '" ""'" "",,,,,,,,,,, """""'''' "",,,, """"'" t""'"'''''' ,,,,,, '" 'tt""",,,,,,,,,,,, 
;; CON1ROL MODEL FOR SIMULATION OF FIRE SPREAD 

"",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
.. 
" 
;; This model loads the input maps (8 layers with rates of 
;; spread in the 8 directions, and one layer with the direction 
;; of maximum spread) and sends the values to the models 
;; corresponding to each cell. Additionally it sends a message 
;; to cells to ignite and keeps a representation of the 
;; landscape map, sending it to the experimental frame for 
;; display at all event times 
.. 
" 
"""""", 'ft"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''' '''''''''''''' "" t 

;; create 
(make-pair atomic-models 'eo-cells) 

; additional variables 
(send co-cells def-state '(rows 

cols 



) 
; initialization 

map 
influencees 
temporary-influencees 
ignited-neighbors 
job-id 
proc 
proc-list 
count 
n-count 
wait-list 
initial-cell 
name 
) 

(define (initi-f m)(make-state 'sigma 0 

) 
) 

'phase 'active 
'rows 10 
'cols 10 
'map '«1 2 3 45 67 8 9» 
'influencees '0 
'temporary-influencees '0 
'ignited-neighbors '0 
'job-id '(a 62 2 2) 
'proc 0 
'proc-list '0 
'count 1 
'n-count 0 
'wait-list '(a) 
'initial-cell 0 

(send co-cells set-s (make-state 'sigma 0 
'phase 'active 
'rows 10 
'cols 10 
'map '«1 2 3 4 5 67 8 9» 
'influencees '0 
'temporary-influencees '0 
'ignited-neighbors '0 
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) 
) 

'job-id 
'proc 
'proc-list 
'count 
'n-count 
'wait-list 

'(a 6222) 
o 
'0 
1 
o 

'(a) 

(defme (ext-f sex) 
(case (content-port x) 

«end) 
(hold-in 'end 0) 

) 
«out) ;;; receiving from cells that burned 
(if (equal? (state-phase s) 'wait-for-ignition-signs) 

(set-state-wait-list! s (cons (content-value x) (state-wait-list s» ) 
(begin 
(set-state-job-id! s (content-value x» 
(if (or (equal? (cadr (state-job-id s» 'ignited) 

(equal? (cadr (state-job-id s» 'started) ) 
(hold-in 'ignited 0) 
(begin 
(set-state-proc! s (list-ref (state-job-id s) 1) ) 
;;;if it is burned send ignition to neighbors 

(let ( 

) 

(holder '0) 
) 
(set! holder (get-ignitable-neighbors 

(state-proc s) 
(state-rows s) 
(state-cols s) 
o 
(state-proc-list s) 

) ) 
(set-state-influencees! s (car holder) ) 
(set-state-proc-list! s (cadr holder) ) 

(if (equal? (state-influencees s) '0 ) 
(hold-in 'send-burn 0) 
(hold-in 'initialize-new-cells 0) 

) 
);begin 
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) 
) 

) 
);out 
«update) ;;;; receiving from the Experimental Frame 
(set-state-count! s (+ (state-count s) 1) ) 

(set-state-temporary-influencees! s (state-influencees s» 
(set-state-influencees! s (get-infl (state-proc-list s) ) ) 

(hold-in 'active 0) 
);update 

«sendit) ;;;;; receiving from cells that ignited 
(if (equal? (state-phase s) 'wait-for-ignition-signs) 

(begin 
(set-state-ignited-neighbors! s (cons 

(content-value x)(state-ignited-neighbors s) 
) 

) 
(set-state-n-count! s (+ (state-n-count s) 1) ) 
(if (>= (state-n-count s) 

) 

(length (state-influencees s) ) 
) 
(set-state-sigma! s 0) 

); begin 
(begin 

(writeln ,,******* CO-CELLS NOT READY ***********" (state-phase s) ) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
);define 

;; internal transition function 

(define (int-f s) 
(case (state-phase s) 

«end) 
(passivate) 

) 
«active) 

;;;;; this phase happens at the simulation starting moment and 
;;;;; when there is a wind shift and new maps have to be loaded 
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;;;;; with the values of the new rates of spread and dirmax 

(writeln ,,******** LOADING DATA ********") 
(set-state-map! s (readmap (state-map s) 

(state-count s) 
(state-rows s) 
(state-cols s) ) ) 

(if (= (state-initial-cell s) 0) 
(begin 

(set-state-initial-cell! s 1) 
(set-state-proc! s (list-ref 

(state-job-id s) 1) ) 
(set-state-proc-list! s '«3306 -1) 

(3307 -1) 
(3380 -1) 

) 

(let ( 
(holder'm 
) 

) 

(set! holder (get-ignitable-neighbors 
(state-proc s) 
(state-rows s) 
(state-cols s) 
o 
(state-proc-list s) 

) ) 
(set-state-influencees! s (car holder) ) 
(set-state-proc-list! s (cadr holder) ) 

) 
(hold-in 'send-start-map 0) 

) 
(hold-in 'send-map 0) 

) 

);active 
«send-start-map) 

(hold-in 'new 0) 
) 

«new) (hold-in 'wait-for-ignition-signs 'int) ) 
«initialize-new-cells) (hold-in 'busy 0) ) 
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«send-map) 

) 

(if (equal? (state-temporary-influencees s) '0) 
(passivate) 

) 

(begin 
(set-state-influencees! s (state-tempQrary-influencees s» 
(set-state-temporary-influencees! s '(» 
(passivate) 

) 

«busy) (hold-in 'wait-for-ignition-signs 'int) ) 
«wait-for-ignition-signs) (hold-in 'send-ignited 0) ) 
«ignited) (passivate» 
«send-burn) 

(if (equal? (car (state-wait-list s» 'a) 
(begin 
(terminate (state-job-id s) (state-proc-list s» 
(passivate) 
) 
(begin 
(terminate (state-job-id s)(state-proc-list s» 
(set-state-job-id! s (car (state-wait-list s») 

(set-state-wait-list! s (cdr (state-wait-list s))) 
(if (or (equal? (cadr (state-job-id s» 

'ignited) 
(equal? (cadr (state-job-id s» 

'started) ) 
(hold-in 'ignited 0) 
(begin 
(set-state-proc! s (list-ref 

(state-job-id s) 1) ) 
(let ( 

(holder' (» 
) 

(set! holder (get-ignitable
neighbors (state-proc s) 

(state-rows s) 
(state-cols s) 
o 

(state-proc-list s») 
(set-state-influencees! s 
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) 
) 

) 
) 

(car holder) ) 
(set-state-proc-list! s 

(cadr holder) ) 
) 

(if (equal? (state-influencees s) '0 ) 
(hold-in 'send-burn 0) 
(hold-in 'initialize-new-cells 0) 

) 
) 

«send-ignited) 

) 
) 

);defme 

(set-state-n-count! s 0) 
(set-state-ignited-neighbors! s '0) 

(if (equal? (state-influencees s) '(cellO) ) 
(passivate) 
(hold-in 'send-burn 0) 

) 

;; output function 

(defme (out-f s) 
(case (state-phase s) 

«end) 
(make-content 'port 'end 'value 'end) 

) 
«send-start-map s) 
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(make-content 'port 'send-start-map 'value (list (state-proc-list s) (state-map 
s» ) 

) 
( (new) 

(make-content 'port 'neigh 'value (state-job-id s) ) 
) 
«initialize-new-cells) 
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(make-content 'port 'send-start-map 'value (list (state-proc-list s) (state-map 
s» ) 

) 

) 

) 
«send-map) 

(make-content 'port 'send-map 'value (state-map s» 
) 
«ignited) 

(make-content 'port 'outout 'value (state-job-id s» 
) 
«busy) 

(make-content 'port 'neigh 'value (state-job-id s» 
) 
«send-burn) 

(make-content 'port 'outout 'value (state-job-id s» 
) 
«send-ignited) 

(if (null? (state-ignited-neighbors s» 
(make-content) 

) 
) 

(make-content 'port 'outout 'value (list 'start 
(state-ignited-neighbors s) 

) ) 

(else (make-content» 

;; connect the definitions of functions to generator 

(send co-cells set-int-transfn int-£) 
(send co-cells set-ext-transfn ext-£) 
(send co-cells set-outputfn out-£) 
(send co-cells set-init-fn initi-£) 

;;; Ust of procedures written to use in this code: 
... get-ignitable-neighbors - Five arguments. Finds the neighbors of 
... a source cell that are not already 
... burning. 
... get-infl - One argument. Returns the list of all currently ... active cells . 
... readmap - Four arguments. Reads spread conditions from GRASS ... map layers . 



", 
", 

terminate - Two arguments. Terminates and removes burned out 
cells. 
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"""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, t"'"'''''' t" tt"",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, t'" t,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, t""'''''''''''''''''' 
;; Generator gem.m -------- Generates flres at selected 
;; frequencies 

"""""""""""""",,, t'" t""""", t"",',n 

;; create a generator 
(make-pair atomic-models 'gem) 

; additional variables 
(send gem def-state '( shift-time) ) 

; initialization 
(define (init-gem m) 

(make-state 'sigma 
'phase 
'shift-time 

) 
) 

60 
'active 

'(60 60 60 60 a) 

(send gem set-s (make-state 'sigma 60 
'phase 'active 
'shift-time '(60 60 60 60 a) 

) 
) 

;; Add external transition function to terminate the generator 
(defme (ext-gem sex) 

(case (content-port x) 

) 
) 

('stop 
(passivate) ;when receive stop signal passivate 

) 
(else (continue» 

;; internal transition function 
(define (int-gem s) 

(case (state-phase s) 



('active 
(if (equal? (cadr (state-shift-time s» 'a) 

(passivate) 
(begin 

) 

(set-state-sigma! s (car (state-shift-time s» ) 
(set-state-shift-time! s (cdr (state-shift-time s») 

) 

); active 
); case 

);define 

;; output function 
; output the job to port 'out 
(defme (out-genr s) 

(case (state-phase s) 
('active 
(make-content 'port 'out 'value 'wind-shift) 

) 
(else (make-content) 

» ) 
;; connect the definitions of functions to generator 
(send genr set-int-transfn int-genr) 
(send genr set-ext-transfn ext-genr) 
(send genr set-outputfn out-genr) 
(send genr set-init-fn init-genr) 
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;; Transducer transd.m;;;;;;;; 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, , 

;-------------------------------------------------------------
; Transducer designed to write neW map files when there are 
; state transitions in the fIre landscape 

(make-pair atomic-models 'transd) 

(send transd def-state '(clock 
clock-hold 

;; Local clock 

map ;; map. rows and column 
map-hold 



) 
) 

rows 
cols 
task 

(define (init-f m) (make-state 
'sigma 240 
'phase 'starting 
'clock 0 
'clock-hold 0 
'map '0 
'map-hold '0 
'rows 0 
'cols 0 
'task '0 

) 
) 

(send transd set-s (make-state 
'sigma 240 
'phase 'passive 
'clock 0 
'clock-hold 0 
'map '0 
'map-hold '0 
'rows 0 
'cols 0 
'task '0 

) ) 

;; external transition function takes care of recording the 
;; fire landscape states by keeping a list of 2 lists 
;; ( (burning cells) (burned cells) ) 
" ,,-----------
;; I burning I 
.. 1\ 1\ 

" 
;; ignited fIre out .. 
" 

(defme (ext-t sex) 
(set-state-clock! s (+ (state-clock s) e» 
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(case (content-port x) 
«outin) ; from co-cells 

(set-state-task! s (content-value x) ) 
(set-state-map! s (update-fIre-map (state-map s) 

(state-task s») 
(hold-in 'map 0) 

); outin 

«end) 
(case (state-phase s) 

«active) 
(passivate) 

) 
) 

) ;end 
) ;;case content-port 

);; define 

(defme (int-t s) 
(case (state-phase s) 

«map) 
(set-state-map-hold! s (state-map s» 
(set-state-clock-hold! s (state-clock s» 
(set-state-phase! s 'active) 
(set-state-sigma! s (- 240 (state-clock s») ;; 240 is the total simulation time 

) 
«fIle) 

(set-state-phase! s 'active) 
(set-state-sigma! s (- 240 (state-clock s))) 

) 
«active) 

) 

» 
(passivate) 

(define (out-t s) 
(case (state-phase s) 

«active) 
(make-content 'port 'stop 'value 'end) 

) 
«map) 

(if (and (> (state-clock s) (state-clock-hold s» 
(not (null? (state-map-hold s») ) 
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(GRASS-WRITE (state-clock-hold s) (state-map-hold s) 
(state-rows s) (state-cols s) ) 

) 
(make-content) 

);map 

(else (make-content» 

» 

(send transd set-ext-transfn ext-t) 
(send transd set-int-transfn int-t) 
(send transd set-outputfn out-t) 
(send transd set-init-fn init-£) 

;;; List of procedures writen for use in this code: 
", GRASS-WRITE - Four arguments. It writes GRASS ASCn flles with 
,,, cell states at event times. 
", update-flfe-map - Two arguments. It updates the internal 

", representation of the landscape map 'state-map 
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